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The index of r efraction, the absorption and dispersio~ are .studi ed fo~' sev~eral gase and 
vapors (prcssure from 0 to 1 atm, temperatu:c ~rom 0 to 50 , C, flequency fJ om 1,000 to 12,0~0 
Mc/s) , TJle first part is devoted to a descnptl,on ,of tl~e I1: Lcrowave spectrometer uscd: whIle 
the second part is a s urvey of the several theon es lluphed 111 tl,le lIlterPTetatIOIl of the Jes uIts: 

In the third part we present first the results concermll g t he llldex of refrB:ctlon, of 
atmospheri c gases, of dl~y air , and of damp air, Then we stud~' the abso:rptIOll and ,ciIspcrsIOll 
by several vapors, and of ammonia and chloroform, prmclpall y. FlOally, we lIldlCate a 
new m ethod making use of gaseous mixtures. , . . " 

Our original results are disc u sed and presented \\"lthlll the fram e of r eference of wOlks 
of other authors by means of comparison and intens ive bibliographies. 

1. Experimental Setup 

1.1. Introduction 

The experimental setups which have been per
fected dl1l'ing the last 10 yr, in the field of hertzifl,]~ 
spectroscopy, can be classified in three types. of 
apparatus: waveguide spectrom~ters, r~sonat111g 
cavity spectrometers, nonresonat111g cavlty spec
trometers [Townes and Schalow, 195~ (chap. 15).; 
Gordy et al, 1953 (chap , 1), If one desll'es the maXI
mum of sensitivity and precision, one, must, .as we 
did, use a cavity spectrome,t~r, and 111 p,artlcul.ar, 
one equipped wiLh two c~wltles, one caVIty bemg 
used as a standard for frequencies , the other used as 
a container for the gas under study, The two 
cavities are used as transmission mediums ; they are 
swept by the high-frequency energy of a klystron 
which is frequency modulated. They produ<?e, after 
detection by a crystal, a resonance c~ll've for e3:ch 
channel. The introduct.ion of a gas 111 the caVIty 
used for measurement displaces its response signal 
with respect to the response curve of the reference 
cavity (effect of the index of refraction n of the gas); 
also this signal appears more or less flattened and 
weakened (effect of the absorption a of the gas on 
the quality factor of the c~vity Q), A precise meas
urement of the deformatIOn of the response curve 
will yield n and a, Such an interpretat,ion of the 
response curve of the measurement caVIty can be 
accomplished in many diA'el'ent manners, The most 
common one consists of flashing the response curves 
on the screen of an oscillograph where frequency 
standards appear at the sarne Lime , A microam
meter has been equally u ed for absorpLion measure
ments, 

An essential new feature of our instrument is the 
use of an impulse technique in the electronic circuitry 
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which facilitates the interpretation of the response 
signals of th~ cavities. Thi,s techniqu~, which will 
be discussed 111 greater detalllater on , l~l~reas('~ th e 
sensitivity, the stability, and the preClSlOn of t,he 
instrument. This method has been proposed for 
tbe first time by A. Gozzini [1953] and l:is 
collaborators at the U niversity of Pisa [BattaglIa, 
Bruin and Gozzini, 1958 ; Battaglia and Gozzioi, 1955; 
Gozzi{liandPolacco, 1953a and 1953b], This method 
has been developed and perfected later on; and 
a description of the present ve~sioI: of the, instl'Ument 
was presented in the cO lnmumca~IOn whlCh .we §av:e 
at the las t Congress on Hyper1requen~y 111 ,lans 
[Battaglia et al. , 1957 and 1958], WhIle bmldmg 
thIS instl'Ument in t he Physics or the Atmosphere 
Laboratory of the Faculty of Science of ~aris, we 
made a few other improvements , Other Improve
ments or transform ations are still possible (a few 
are in the process of being !n troduce~) .. 

In the microwave clomam the cavl tws have been 
overdesigned, This produces a very high Q fac~or 
and a broadening of the frequency band w~lch 
can be utilized with each group of klystron gmde
cavity . In this manner we ~ave su cceede~ in 
covering the 7- 17 Gcls range USl11g on~ two m!cro
wave setups (klystrons X 13 B and X 12 Vanan). 
Instead of klystrons, "carcinotroos" tubes of the 
Compagnie Generale de Telegraphie Sans Fil ~ould 
be successfully used to cover the total, ty of the 
microwave band, It thu s appears that It IS not 
a'bsolutely necessary to call on a nonresonating 
cavity to enlarge the frequency band, , 

The instrument works for gas pressures rangmg 
from a few millimeters of mercury to 1 atm, There 
is however no obstacle to usc of higher pressures 
ir' one mal~es a few simple modifications to the 
cavities, The temperature can be varie~, at will 
since the thermostatic control of the cavItws now 
covering an interval from 0 to 50°C is very easily 
realized. 



From the viewpoint of absorption, the instrument 
is conceived to measure the absorption of a gas 
whose absorption line has a width large with res~ect 
to the response signal of the measurement cavIty. 
But if the absorption is too strong, the cavities' 
responses appear too flattened and weakened. Con
sequently, under the present experimental setup one 
cannot measure absorption coefficients greater than 
about 30 '10- 3 neper/m. This limitation would be 
of some concern in the case, rather "exceptional," 
of ammonia. The weakest measureable absorption 
(in the X band) would be of the order of 10- 6 neper/m 
and we have indeed measured values of 10- 4 and 
even 10- 5 neperim. As far as the index of refraction 
is concerned, there is practically no upper limit, 
the lower limit being in the neighborhood of 
i::;.n"'" 10- 8 • The precision varies from 0.03 to 2 
percent according to the type and condition of t.he 
experiment. All measurements are stable and easlly 
reproducible. 

1.2. Basic Principle 

Let us superpose on the reflecting tension of the 
klystron a symmetric triangular voltage (the sym
metric fonn appears more convenient than the saw
toothed shape) and let us guide the energy produced 
by the klystron, which is frequency modulated, to 
the cavities' openings. 

Let us call Vc and Qo the resonance frequency and 
the quality factor of the empty cavity. If one intro
duces a gas into the cavity, these quantities become 
v and Q and according to [Goudet and Chavance, 
1955; Montgomery, 1947; Jen, 1947 and 1948)2 we 
shall have: 

vc-v=~ (e~- l) 1 vc- v= n-1 1 

'~-~"~.;, J or ~~J"~2";' r 
re~ - 1 =n2-1""'2(n- 1)'] (1.1) 

L "- aC ( ) er - 2n 1.2 

where Er= er' -ier" is the relative dielectric constant 
of the gas, m is its index of refraction (close to 1), a 
its absorption coefficient in neper/m (small with re
spect to 1), v and Vc in cis and c"'" 3.108 m/sec (the 
relative magnetic permeability of the gas }.IT is taken 
equal to 1). 

The measurement of the displacemen t of the reso
nance frequency and the increase of the loss factor of 
the cavity following the introduction of the gas pro
vides us with an effective means to measure nand a. 
The precision will depend on the method used to 
measure the corresponding deformation of the cavity 
response. 

2 The rationalized MKS system of units is used throughout this paper, except 
when otherwise specified. 

1.3. Fundamental Theory of the Instrument 

The frequency of the energy produced by the 
modulated klystron follows the law: 

v= v+ vt during a half period of modulation, 

v= v+ v· (T-t) during the other half period, (1.3) 

where T is the period of modulation of frequencies 
(1.50 sec in our case) and v the velocity of modula
tion in c/s2 (of the order of 108 to 109 c/s2, for example) 
(fig. 1a) . 

The microwave energy is then divided between 
two channels including the cavities 0 1 and O2 (fig. 2). 
Let us consider the first channel in which the cavity 
0 1 resonates at the frequency VI and possesses a 
factor QI sufficiently high so that the incident power 
on the crystal detector can be written [Goudet and 
Chavance, 1955; Montgomery, Dijke, and Purcell, 
1948]: 

(1.4) 

where p~nax is the transmitted power at the resonance I 

frequency VI. In general, the voltage detected at 
the crystal terminals follows a law of the form: 

(1.5) 

If the incident power is sufficiently weak (P;nax< lO/L 
W, for example), the detection is quadratic (m = 1) 
and the detected voltage depends on the frequency 
according to the same law of (1.4). The detection 
becomes linear (m = 2) as soon as the power incident 
on the crystal approaches or becomes greater than 
a milliwatt. In all cases, one supposes that the 
detected voltage curve V(v) presents a maximum for 
V = VI and remains symmetric around that maximum. 
This is the only limitation imposed on the law reg
ulating the crystal detector. 

The detected signal is then applied to the input 
of a linear amplifier whose output is then fed to an 
impulse circuit. This latter produces a short 
impulse (of the order of 1 to 2 /Lsec) when the klystron 
frequency reaches the value for which the output 
voltage of the amplifier becomes a predetermined 
fraction of the voltage Vmax at resonance. The 
impulses are thus triggered when: 

Vt - a Vfa x - I, (1.6) 

and correspond to two frequencies v± symmetric 
with respect to VI: 
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FIGURE 1. Operational scheme of the instrument. 

kl being a parameter which depends on the ratio al 
and the detection law of the crystal. One finds 
easily: 

during the half period for which (dv /dt»O and 
frequency VI during the half period (dv /dt) < O. 

kl=~(~)- l for a quadratic detection, } 
(1.8) 

kl=~(~y -1 for a linear detection. 

If we require that the instrument be capable to 
discriminate freq uencies for which (1.6) is verified, 
independently of any eventual variation of V~nax, 
it is evident that the impulse circuits must possess a 
memory so that they can remember the value Vrax 

corresponding to each half period of modulation. 
The frequency vi will be correctly discriminated 

The first channel produces during each period of 
the modulation voltage two well-defined impulses, 
the first one appears at the point Al and the second 
at the point BI of the response curve of the cavity 
(fig.1b). The second channel, in turn, produces two 
similar impulses whose forward fronts correspond 
to the times at which the klystron passes through 
the frequencies: 

'i~', (I+;Q) when d'ldt>O} 
V2' = V2 (1- 2

kQ), when dv/dt< O 

and (1.9) 
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FIGURE 2. Bloc diagram of the instrument. 

lc2 depends on the detection law of the crystal and on 
the predetermined parameter: 

Vt 
a2= V2'ax' (0< a2< 1) (l.10) 

and V2 IS the resonance frequency of the cavity O2 

(fig. lc). To keep the argument more general, one 
admits that QI ¥- Q2 and lei ¥- k2. Equation (1.8) 
remains the same with the substitution of a2 and 
lc2 for al and lei, respectively. 

We utilize the pulses produced by the first channel , 
say, to fire the synchroscope sweep and the pulses 
from the second channel, retarded by an amount of 
time 1', which are then applied to the plates fixing 
the vertical deviation of the synchroscope (see fig. 
Id) . On these same plates we superimpose a rectan
gular signal of duration T /2, synchronized with the 
modulation voltage of the klystron. One then 
observes on the screen of the synchroscope two 
parallel traces, each conesponding to a half period of 
modulation, and on each trace a pulse will appear 
(fig. 3) . 

Following (1.3) , jf .6v is the difference between the 
frequencies produced by the two generators dlll'ing a 

half period of the modulation voltage, this difference 
of frequencies conesponds to a t ime separation of: 

.6t= IJ.v. 
v 

(l.11) 

Consequently, the distances di and ell reckoned from 
the origin of the sweep of the two pulses as well as 
the separ ation dl between the two pulses (fig. 3) 
are expressed by the relations: 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 
) 

These distances are measlll'ed in seconds and for that 
reason the screen is calibrated in j.lsec/cm. 

One notes that the separation ell between the two 
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FrG URE 3. Pictw-es of two pulses on the screen 0/ the synchToscope: 

(a) Pulses normall y a ppliee! Lo Lhe plaLes controllin g t he verti cal de viation of the oscilloscope (scale of 10 microseconds/em; 
(b) Superposed pulses (scale of 5 microseconds/em; 
(c) Pu lses applied not to the verti cal dev iation plates but to th e cathode of tile cathode ray tube in order to obtain bright spots (the kl yst ron modulation is suf

ficiently slow compared to the rapid sweep of th e synchroseope). 

pulses is diTectly propor tional to the difference 
between the r esonance frequencies of the two cavities. 
The two pulses will be superimposed, i.e., exactly 
alined vertically on the screen, only when the two 
cavities have the same resonance frequencies (V2 = 

Vl = VC)' 

Let us suppose that at the beginning of the experi
ment the two cavities have been evacuated and 
t uned to the same frequency Vc (superimposed 
pulses). We introduce then in the measuring 
cavi ty , O2, gas at a given preSSUl'e p . The other 
cavi ty, 0 1, is still empty and is used as a frequency 
standard. The resonance frequency of O2 is shifted 
to the new frequency ve/n where n is the index oj' 
refraction of the gas at pressure p and at the fixed 
temperatUl'e of the cavity O2 , The pulses will now 
appear on the screen separated by a distance ell 

gIVen by the relation : 

(1.15) 

If one measures ell in f..Ls ec, v in Nic/s and v in NIc/s2, 
we shall have, since the index of refraction is always 
close to uni ty: 

(1.16) 

It is evident that no principle requires the super
position of the pulses at the beginning of the experi
ment since the index can gener ally be measured by 
the variation of the separation between the pulses 
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caused by the introduction of the gas into one of the 
cavities. 

The only parameter that does enter the measure
ment of the index of refraction is v, the instrument 
constant. The k parameters, the eventual differ
ences between the Q of the cavities and the detection 
laws of the crystals do not come in at all into the 
relations. 

The principal advantage of this technique resides 
in the fact that the pulses furnish a precise indication 
of the relative position of the response cunes of 
the cavities while the comparison between the 
responses is made in a very short interval of time, 
even nil if the pulses are superimposed. This for 
all practical purposes eliminates the effects of 
possible fluctuation in the frequency or power of 
the klystron in time. 

Let us examine now the effect that the gas absorp
tion, if it exists, will have on the positions of the 
two pulses. This effect will be a change in the 
position of the barycenter of the two pulses whose 
distance from the origin of the sweep is given by: 

d =! (d+ + d-) = +1.- (k2V2 _ kIVI). (1.17) lb,r 2 lIT 2v Q2 QI 

When the two cavities are tuned to the same fre
quency VI = V2 = Vc the distance of the two super
imposed pulses from the origin of the sweep is: 

(1.18) 

If we introduce gas into the measuring cavity, the 
two pulses WIll shift position with respect to each 
other. They can be brought back together, however, 
if one retunes the measuring cavity. Then once 
more the two pulses are superposed but at a new 
distance from the origin of the sweep given by: 

(1.19) 

Q~as is the quality factor of the measuring cavity 
when it is filled with gas. We deduce that: 

b.d - dga• dO _ k2Vc (1 1 ) 
Ibar- l bar - Ibar-Tv Q~as-Q2 ' 

and recalling (1.2) we finally obtain: 

coefficient of absorption a = k47rv . (b.d lbac) 
z·e 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

The-co.efficieIlLof a.bsOTption is thus directly propor
tional to the displacement of the barycenter of the 
pulses. The superposition of the pulses is not a 
requirement since the barycenter can be determined 
from the half sum appearing in (1.17). But this 
method of superposition has the advantages, among 
others, to give the absorption for a well-determined 
frequency vc. 
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Absorption measurements require not only the 
modulation velocity v but also the parameter k whose 
absolute determination necessitates the knowledge 
of the law of detection of the crystal. We shall return 
later to the questions of calibrations. 

1.4. Absorption Measurements by Electronic Com
mutation of Channels 

The preceding analysis supposes that the pulses 
coming out from one of the two channels are con
stantly utilized to star t the oscilloscope's sweep, 
while the pulses from the other channel are applied 
on the plates providing vertical deviation. Let us in
corporate now into the pulse generator circuits, an 
electronic commutator which will insure the permu
tation of channels every period T of modulation of 
the klystron. One will then observe four pulses on 
the screen of the oscilloscope, two of them the same 
as before, since they are started by channel CI, the 
others being generated by the other channel (fig. Id). 
Figure 4 shows a picture of the oscilloscope screen. 

Equations (LIZ) and (1.13) continue to express 
the distances from the origin of the sweep for the 
two pulses which correspond to modulation periods 
during which the firing is assured through channel 
CI' To other periods correspond two other pulses 
whose distances from the origin are 

di=T_ b.t+= T_ vi-vi =T_VZ- VI_~ (kZV2_~!-.!'J.). 
v v 2v Qz QI 

(1.22) 

d-- "t-- +v;-v; _ +V2-VI 1 
2 - T- '-1 - T ----T --- -

V v 2v 
( k2v2 _ klvI). 

Qz QI 

(1.23) 

The two pulses of the upper traces and the two 
pulses of the lower traces are distance from each 
other by amount: 

d+=ldt-dtl=1 2 V2-VI+! (kzv2_ klvl) /' } 
v V Q2 QI 

d-=ld1 -d;J =I -z vz-vI+!(k2v2_ klvl) /. 
v v Q2 QI 

(1.24) 

(1.Z5) 

One easily verifies the following propositions: 
(1) The four pulses will, in general , form, at least 

for the condition under which we operate, an isosceles 
trapeze (fig. 4) . 

(2) If one superimposes either the two pulses on 
the upper traces (d+= O) or the two pulses on the 
lower trace (d-=O), the pulses on the other trace are 
distant from each other (within the valid approxi
mation (k2/Q2< < 2) by an amount d given by: 

d=1 2: (~:-~J I, (1.26) 

(3) The pulses will superimpose on each other two 
by two on the upper trace and the lower trace simul-



FIGURE 4. Pictures of the fou r pulses on the synchroscope screen (p1ilses applied by the cathode of the cathode Tay tube, electronic 
( ) ",.th commutation of the opeTating channels: 
a .>1 out labeling of the pulses; 

((b)) ~';'.I th labelIng of tlIe pulses and with the manual inverting switch turned to one or the other of its two positions; 
e '>lth labelIng of the pulses and wIth the manual III vertm g sWItch turned to one or the other of its two positions. 

~aneously (d+= O at t he same time that d-=O) only pose not only the pulses of the upper trace but also 
If the two following conditions are fulfill ed: those of the lower trace, one then will have following 

(1.27) 

(1.27) 

In. order . to arrive at formulas which ar e easily 
applIcable III practice, we make a previous adjust
ment of the instrument to insure that the simplifying 
condition. k.1 ~k2= k .is permanently fulfill ed. To 
assure thIS, It IS suffiCIent to send the response signal 
of one cavity to the input terminal of the two pulse 
generators. This will force these two generators to 
operate on the same response curve; that is with 
QI =: Q2 and VI = V2' By adjusting the height discrimi
natIOn al and a2 « 1.6) and (1. 10)) so as to superim-

kl=k2=k. 

Then (1.26) provides a simple means for absorption 
measurement. During a first run, the cavity being 
empty, one superimposes the pulses on the upper 
trace, for instance, and one measures the spread 
between the pulses on the other trace, given by (1.26) 
with kl = k2 = k. When during a second run, one 
introduces a sample of gas into the measurement 
cavity and one retunes the cavity so that the two 
pulses of the upper trace ar e once more superimposed, 
the distance be tween the two lower pulses becomes: 

(1.28) 
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Let us take the difference: 

2vk (1 1) tld= clgas- cl= - v- Qg~S - Qz . (1.29) 

We finally obtain taking into account (1.2): 

1 eoollieion' of abeorption a~F,;' (Ild) I, (1.30) 

which formula can be applied without modification 
to mixed units: v in Mc/s~, d in ",sec, c always equal 
to 3.108 m/sec and a in neper/m . 

This last equation indicates through comparison 
with (1.21) that the sensitivity of the instrument has 
been increased by a factor of 4 thanks to the tech
nique of channel commutation. 

For absorption measurements it is convenient 
although not necessary to also realize the initial 
condition Q2 = Q1' To do this we must first decide 
which of the two cavities has the higher Q factor. 
This cavity will be selected as the reference one. To 
reduce its factor of quality to that of the other cavity 
one must introduce into the reference cavity an 
absorbing gas under an appropriate pressure (for 
instance, argon mixed with a bit of ammonia). After 
adjusting as before, s<? that k1 = lcz= k, one rees~3;b
lishes normal connectIOn between the two caVItIeS 
and the two pulse generator assemblies and one 
adjusts the pressure in the reference cavity, the other 
cavity being empty, so that the upper and lower 
pulse' once more are superimposed. Following (1.27), 
the supplementary condition QZ = Q1 has now been 
filled. 

This four pulse technique is of no particular interest 
for measurement of the index of refraction. The 
index can be measured at the same time as the ab
sorption, however, if one uses a commutator that 
can suppress at will the electronic commutation of 
the channels. The simultaneous measurement of the 
index (sec. 3) becomes easy then. 

1.5. Differential Measurement of Dispersion 

The study of dispersion at twice the frequency can 
be accomplished in the following fashion: Take a third 
channel 0 3 (fig. 2) identical to the other two but 
including a cavity 0 3 which resonates at 2v, twice the 
frequency of the other cavities and excited by the 
same klystron through a crystal which doubles the 
frequency. 

Let us, for instance, use the signals coming from 
this cavity and from cavity 01 , If one supposes that 
the gas is introduced only in one of these cavities, the 
other being empty, one obtains the same results, 
(1.16) and (1.21), provided that the measured quanti
ties pertain either to the frequency Vc (gas in 0 1) or to 
the double frequency 2vc (gas in 0 3), In the latter 
case, the factor 4 in the absorption formula (see 
(1.21)) must be replaced by 8. 

Let us suppose now that the gas is introduced 
simultaneously in both cavities 0 1 and 0 3 under the 

same pressure and the same temperature. One can 
easily show that the separation ell between pulses 
initially superimposed is proportional to the difference 
between the values of index of refraction at fre
quencies Vc and 2vc 

(1.31) 

The introduction of a third channel allows not 
only for the measurement of the index of refraction 
and of the absorption at twice the frequency, but 
also the precise measurement of the possible vari
ation of the index with frequency even if this vari
ation is very small. One notices that in (1.31) it is 
the difference of indices and not their absolute 
values which appears. 

1 t is also possible to measure dispersion at nearby 
frequencies. To that effect one impresses on the 
klystron a second modulation by applying on its 
reflector a voltage of radio frequency of a few Mc/s. 
We shall mention again this radio frequency modu
lation , but we will not dwell here on dispersion 
measurements at nearby frequencies [Battaglia 
et al., 1957 and 1958] . 

1.6. Spectrometer Design 

A schematic drawing of the instrument is presented 
on figure 2, and also a photograph of the actual in
strument is shown (see sec. 1.10) . 

The microwave section of the instrument (klystron, 
microwave circuits, cavities) has been designed to 
operate in the frequency band of its klystron. 
Another assembly must be substituted if one wants 
to work in another frequency band. We have 
built, so far, two assemblies: One for the band from 
7 to 12 Gc/s (klystrons X 13 B or 723 A/B), the 
other for the frequency band 13 to 17 Gcls (kly
strons X 12). 

On the other hand, the electronic circuitry from 
the input terminals of the amplifiers to the oscillo
scope operates only on signals of low frequency and 
remains, of course, the same for all higher frequency 
bands. In the following paragraphs we give a short 
description of the different parts of the instrument 
as well as a few words on their operation. 

A third part of the instrument (not indicated on 
the drawing of fig. 2) is made up principally of a 
rotary vacuum pump whieh can be used in conjunction 
with a mercury vapor distillation pump, glass lines, 
valves, and tanks to handle gases as well as a mercury 
barometer. We shall not go into detail on the high 
vacuum techniques used although they are very 
important in practice. 

1.7 . Microwave Section of the Instrument 

A uniline decouples the klystron (X 13 B) from 
the circuits into which it feeds energy. This kind of 
decoupling is good enough (fig . 5). A "magic T" 
metes the klystron's energy between the two channels 
which includes cavities 0 1 and Oz . The cavities are 
decoupled from the source by means of dampers and 
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Each unit of a se ries production has its own attenuation curves. 

llnilines. This eliminates the in teraction between 
the t wo channels o( the instrumen t. A wavemeter 
inser ted in the waveguid es of the reference channel 
measures the wavelength o( the hyperfrequency 
energy. I n the back of the cavity, at the end s of 
t he channel, the signals detected by crystals arc 
carried away through coaxial cables. The instru
ment is t Ulw d by means o( screws and p istons. 

The cavities constitu te tJ10 most delicate par t of 
this assembly. They must be car efully built so as 
to be well-protec ted against mechanical deforma
tion following variations of t he gas preSS Ul"e. Their 
design must be such thl1L their quality factor Q is 
as high as possible. 

Figure 6 SllO WS t he design o( our 3-cm c:w ities 
which have been built bv the Laboratoires D er
veaux. The caNities are o~C1'desig ll ed (80 mm inside 
diameter) and co nsequen tly the Q factor is high 
(Q of a bout 35,000) and the frequency b and large. 
Protection against t he mechanical deform ation is 
provided b,\' a seco nd ch amber which receives the 
gas and ,vhicll communicates wit h the cavity proper 
while completely surrounding it. I n this fashion 
t he walls of the principal cavity are not subj ect to 
pressure differentials. The mo tion of a piston in
sures tuning. The excitation is produced through 
holes of 5 mm diam which can be closed with mica 
windows when we wan t to evacuate the system. 
A telescopic s~Tstem at the en tr ance and exit of the 
cavit~T which has been simplified as m uch as possible, 
allows for easy coupling or decoupling of the cavity 
and is t he waveguide circui t. 

The 2 cm cavities are slightly different. The~T too 
are overdesigned (inside di a meter of 60 mm, 4 mm 
excitation holes) but thank:s to a car eful construc
tion (acco mplished by Mr. LeBrun) and the appli
cation of a new co upling method suggested by 
Bleaney-Loubser-Pem ose [1947], only the mode 
TEoin can be excited and transmitted (fig. 7) . 

Finally the cavities are installed inside a thermo
sta tically controlled chamber. The thermostat, 
shown on the photograph allows us to vary the 
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FIGuRB 7. Drawing of the lower part of a " 2-cm" cav·ity . 

FIGURE 8. Response of a cavity when a m diofr equency modulation is s1lperimposed on the triang1tlar morhtlation of the klystron. 
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temperatme from 0 to 50°C with a [precision of 
O.l °C. 

The Q factor of the cavity is measmed in the fol
lowing fashion. We impose on the Idystron a sec
ond modulation frequency by applying on its 
refiector a voltage of radio frequency j ([rom 1 to a 
few Mc/s). The microwave energy is then distrib
uted in the several lateral bands lI ± nj, but one CiLn 
adjust the depth of this second modulat,ion so that 
the greater part of its energy is concentrated in the 
first bands 1I ± j. Under those conditions the ciLvity 
transmits a response of the form shown on figme 
8. The distance in frequency unit between the two 
lateral resonances being known (= 2j), the hori
zontal sweep is thus standardized in frequency. 
One can then measme in frequency units the half 
width of the principal resonance of the cavity and 
compute its Q factor. A more precise measure
ment of Q is possible if one wants to use techniques 
involving pulses from the totality of the instrument, 
but such precise knowledge of Q is not necessary. 

Klystron X 13 B and X 12 are cooled by water 
circulating inside bronze chambers which are in 
contact with the klystron on the reflector side and 
the cathode side. 

1.8 . Electronic Circuitry 

The electronic circuitry is made up of the following 
sections: 

A. Two amplifiers (one for each channel) (fig. 9)
The amplifiers have been designed for large total gain 
(of the order of 100 db), for low background noise 
(signal-to-noise ratio of the order of 40 db) and for a 
sufficiently large band pass (30 to 20,000 c/s). 

B. Two monitors (fig. 10), which are used to flash 
the amplified responses from the cavities. 

C. Modulators (fig. ll)- The triangular generntor 
and the oscillator for radio frequencies are incor
porated on the same chasis. The shape of the tri
angular signal is satisfying for its symmetry and 
linearity (fig. 12). 

D. Pulse circuits (fig. 13)- These circuits are the 
most important part of the electronic circuitry. 
They include two discriminators, two impulse genera
tors, one electronic commutator, and a circuit to 
record the pulses. 

1. Discriminators- Each discriminator is made up 
of three tubes (VI, V2, V3)' The signal from the 
amplifier is sent by the cathode follower VI to the 
cathode of a thyratron V3. This same signal charges 
the condenser 01 through diode V2 . The plate of 
thyratron V3 is thus brought to the maximum value 
of the signal while the grid is polarized at a pre
determined fraction (see (1.6» of this voltage. Once 
the Idystron has gone through the resonance fre
quency of the corresponding cavity, the plate and 
the grid of the thyratron keep their polarization, 
the time constant RIOI being sufficiently high, while 
the voltage of the cathode which follows the response 
signal, decreases. The thyratron will fire when the 
cathode voltage reaches the value a Vmax of the grid. 
This process repeats itself every half period so that 
an eventual variation of the Vmax has no appreci9.ble 
influence on a (electronic memory parameter). The 
voltage divider allows one to choose the appropriate 
value of a=% or ~t 

2. Electronic commutator jor the channels- This 
circuit which we have improved works in the follow
ing fashion : 

During one period of the triiLngular voltage which 
frequency modulates the klystron , thYTatrons V9 and 
VIO can be [u'ed by pulses coming from the discrimi
nating circuits; during the following period they 
cannot be fU'ed since their cathodes have received flo 

strong positive polarization. ThYTatrons VB and 
Vu work in the same fashion but the pohtriziog volt
age is obtained through the flip-flop V5 which is 
activated by two rectangulnI" signals coming from 
the modulator. Their period is thus dou bled. 
When one of the thYTatrons fires, the arLificial line 
connf'cted to its plate discharges, and a narrow pulse 
is obtained on the resistance EL . 

On each of the two Re. resistors, one registers, 

+900V 
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FJGU UE 9. Diagram of one oj the amplifier. 
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FIGum J 12. S hape of the tl'iangular voltage produced by the rnodulator. 
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FIGURE 13. Diagram of the pldse genera/ol's circuits. 

during one determined period, two pulses originft ting 
a t one of the discriminators and dUTing the following 
period two other pulses coming from the other 
discriminator. This insures the commutation be
t ween t he two channels . 

3. I mpulse generators- Th e pulses produced on 
one of the r esistors RL can be sent directly to the 
synchr oscope. Bu t t}10se pulses whi ch appear on 
the other resistor RL must be r etarded by an amount 
of time T ;T should be adjustable. These pulses fire 
the monostftble mul tivibrator V l 2 which furn ishes 
the squar e pulse of duration T adjusted by the value of 
the time constUl1 t RaG3 (40 to 2500 !isec). This 

pulse is differentiated ftnd the signal whi ch corre
sponds to the back of the signal fires the thyratron 
V13• One obtains on resistor Rs a pulse which is 
sent to the syn c]1roscope and whi ch is r etftrded 
by T with respect to Lhe discrimin ator 's pulse. 

A few other improvemen ts which we h ave incor
pora ted in the pulse circui Ls can b e resumed by 
making the followi ng three r em,u-ks : 

A corrective device to elimin ate the effect pro
duced by the variations of the wid t h of th e r esponse 
of th e cavity on the height of discrimination a- To 
realize this the voltages of th e discrimin ator itself 
(6 X 5- 2 D 21) are repor ted n ot to the ground but 
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FIGU HE 14. Operation of the circuits which insure the labeling 
of the pulses, operational scheme of the instl1lment. 

to the cathode of an amplifier for direct current (6 
J 5). The input of this d-c amplifier receives a frac
tion of the voltage coming from the same response 
sio'nal detected by a diode (6 X 5). Any variation 
of the continuous component of the response signal, 
which could effect the parameter K of the instru
ment, is thus automatically compensated. 

A stop and go switch for the electronic commu
tator- When this switch is in the OFF position, 
tubes V g and VlO are saturated by a strong polariza
tion (bias) while the other tubes V s and Vn can 
operate continuously, the flip-flop signal being in
operative because the high voltage of tube V 7 has 
been interrupted. 'Vhen the switch is in the OFF 
position, one can invert the roles of the two channels 
by means of the manual switch IN. 

Pulses labeling- To distinguish the origin of each 
of the four pulses, a device split each trace on the 
screen of the synchroscope. The length of the 
splitting is adjustable from 0 to a certain value. 
The circuit of this device is shown in figure 13 
and its operation on figure 14 (see also fig. 4). 
Each pulse will appear as a separate trace. The 
two pulses which appear on the two outside tracks 
come from the same channel while the two others 
come from. the other channel. This can be used to 
determine, for instance, which of the two cavities 
has the higher Q-factor. 

All the electronic circuitry has been built at the 
Laboratoire de Physique de l'Atmosphere. 

1.9. Adjusbnent and Calibration of the Instrument 

A. Adjustment- The tuning of the cavities to the 
frequency selected for the experiment must be made 
towards the center of the klystron mode to insure 
maximum linearity. 

The amplifier gain is so adjusted that when the 
two impulse generators are triggered by the response 
signal of one of the amplifiers (which automatIcally 
discards all causes of fluctuation by background 
noise), the pulses on the screen of the synchroscope 
remain very stable. In this fashion one insures that 
the uncertainty on the firing of the thyratron does 
not introduce appreciable errors. The maximum 
voltage of the amplified response signal must not ex
ceed a value of the order of 300 so as not to saturate 
the amplifiers. Once the gain has been adjusted to 
its optimum value and once the operation of the 

channel has been established, the positions of the 
pulses must be indep~ndent of the gain. within rath~r 
laro'e limits. The gam of the measurmg channel IS 
readjusted during the experiment so that the maxi
mum voltages of the amplified responses are about 
the same for the two channels. 

Fmally, the condition kl = k2 = k3 is insured as in-
dicated in paragraph 4. . 

B . ReT ative calibration- The index of refractIOn 
and the absorptIOn are proportional to quantities 
which are actually measured during the experiment. 
Consequently, the constants of proportionality can 
be deduced from measurement made on gases whose 
index of refraction and the absorption as a function 
of pressure are sufficiently well kllOv\Tn (argon for the 
index of refraction , ammonia for the absorption ). 

C. Absolute calibration- To accomplish this, one 
must determine directly the constants a and k of the 
instrument. 

To measure v, one impresses on th.e klystron the 
secondary frequency of modulation by applying to 
its reflector a voltage of radio frequency j (see sec. 
1.7 and fig . 11). Then one tunes th~ ca.vityon the 
first two lateral bands v± j and one superllllposes the 
pulses (two-pulse technique) on the screen of the 
synchroscope. By acting on the quartz oscillator one 
changes the radio frequency ~o j + t:J.f. The l?uls~s 
are now separated and the dIstance of separatIOn IS 
that one would observe if the cavities were tuned, in 
the absence of modulation by radio frequency, at 
two frequencies differing by an amount 2 (t:J.j). 
Equation (1.14) gives immediately the value of v. 
In practice one uses a frequency f of a few Mc/s and a 
differencej of a few tens of kc/s. . 

To determine k one sends the output SIgnal of one 
of the amplifiers ' to the vertical plates of an oscil
loscope and one sends the corresponding. pul~e, 
picked up at the output of the correspond1l1g chs
criminator to the cathode of the tube of the same 
oscilloscope. A pictme is taken of the oscilloscope 
screen. One obtains the curve shown on figme 15 
and one tries to describe it by means of an equation 
y - }(x) . The shape of th~ response is thus. de~er
mined (this is the same thmg as the deter1l11l1atIOn 
of the crystal detector law, square law for instance) 
and the height of discrimination is read on the 
photoO"raph by pegging the position of the pulse on 
that c~ve. From these k is deduced (sec. 1.3). 

From a practical viewpoint it is preferable to 
measme the refraction index or the absorption by 
staO"es notine: the corresponding positions of the 

b' ~ h h . pulses and reading the pressme w en t e measm1l1g 
cavity is progressively evacuated. 

1.10. Sensitivity, Stability, and Precision 

A. Sensitivity- The sensitivity of the instrument 
is limited by the fact that the pulses fluctuate on 
the screen of the synchroscope. This fluctuation 
is caused in the last analysis by the background 
noise from the output of the amplifier. The crystal 
detectors which feed the amplifier are mainly 
responsible for the noise. All other causes of 
fluctuation can be eliminated in practice. 
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FIG URE 15. Determination of the constant k of the instn l1nent. 

Note: Title for picture: Photograph of the whole experimental set up. On thc left of t he picture is the microwave section; in the center the vacuum section and 
gas handlin g; on the right the electroni c section (the four chassis on top a re the monitors and the pulse generators, the modulators and the power supply for the kly
stron; the amplifiers arc suspended; at the bottom of the picture are shown the power supplies). 

The fluctuation of the output signal of the 
amplifiers brings about an un certainty t1v on the 
frequencies discriminated b." the pulse generators. 
The instrument sensitivity is th us characterized by 

the ratio (t1v) . which we ar e going to compute. 
v nlln 

Let us suppose that the weakest observable effect 
is the one which produces a pulse separation of 
the same order of magni tude as the fluctuations. 
In this case the uncertainty t1v in frequencies can 
be computed. 

Let N be the noise voltage at the output of one 
of the amplifiers, G be the amplifwrs' gain, and V(P ) 
be the tension at the terminals of the crystal detector . 
This tension depends upon the power P applied to 
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the crystal. We will have : 

dl1 elP N = G- . . - . (t1v ) 
elP elv ' 

(1.32) 

t1v is defined above a nd dl1 jdP and dP jdv are 
derivatives which one computes at frequencies p+ 
and v - for which V jVmax admits to a determined 
value al or a2' From (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), and 

(1.32) one deduces that (~v) is minimum if the 

condition: 

( 2+ m ) '" 
a= 2(m + 1) , (1.33) 



is realized. l /m is the exponent fixing the detection 
law of the crystal (1.5). For a quadratic detection 
(m = l) one finds a= 3/4, while for a linear detection 
(m = 2) one finds a= 4/9 or about 1/2. 

If the power transmitted by the cavity is suffi
ciently weak (Pmax<lO /lw), one has [Gordy, 
Smith, and Trambarulo, 1953 , p. 68]: 

(1.34) 

where RA is the video resistance of the crystal, R the 
equivalent resistance of the amplifier and Bits 
band pass (k Boltzmann constant and T the abso
lute temperature). From (1.4), (1.32), and (1.34) 
one has 

( 3 .J3) (LlV) / - 4- SQPm ax - . =-ykT(RA+ R)B, 
v mill 

(1.35) 

where one assumes a= 3/4 (quadratic detection). 
If one introduces the "merit factor" .lvf of the video 
receiver, made up of the crystal and the amplifier 

M = .JRt R / (1.36) 

one will have 

(1.37) 

Taking into account (1.1) and (1.30) one obtains: 

'"\ 

(Lln)mio=(LlV) . I 
Vc mill r 

amin=2;? (~~tin J 

(1.38) 

(1.39) 

Pc being the resonance frequency of the cavities. 
Equation (1.39) shows that the smallest detectable 
absorption depends upon the frequency, because 
the physical phenomenon used to detect absorption 
depends on the frequenc.v. In all cases, the 
sensitivity will be greater for large values of Q, those 
two quantities being directly proportional. 

In the frequency band 10 Gc/s (band X ) one 
obtains by using selected crystals, values of ]vI = 100. 
By taking Q= 30,000 and G= 10 k c/s and T = 300 OK, 
(1.37) gives: 

( LlV) . = 2.10- 9. (1.40) 
J) Imn 

In practice the power incident on the cr.vstal can 
become larger, and jf one adj usts it experimentally 
to its optimum value, the sensitivity can be improved. 

To adjust the instrument for high sensitivity, one 
mus t appropriately reduce the velocity of modula
tion of the klystron. One will thus r educe the 
amplitude (and eventually the frequency itself) of 
the vol tage of triangular modulation. For our 

instrument, the modulation frequency is fixed at 
50 cis (another modulator for demultiplication of 
frequency is planned) and the peak-Lo-peak voltage 
of the triangular signal may vary from a few volts 
(maximum sensitivity) to about 40 v (minimum 
sensitivity). One works efficiently arou nd 20 v 
(average sensitivity, but often sufficient). 

Under the most favorable conditions, one cftn 
detect a variation of 10 cis on a background of 
10 Gc/s (Llp /v= 10- 9). The maximum sensitivity 
is thus from 10- 8 to 10- 9 for the index of refraction 
and of 10- 6 neper/m for the absorption (X band) . 

B. Stability- If one takes elementary precautions 
the instrument's stability is very good. The fluctu
ation of pulses on the synchroscope screen will 
remain less than one /lsec for long periods of time 
(modulation speed v= 30 Mc/s2) . Calibration can 
be reproduced within 1 or 2 percent from one day to 
the next. 

The necessary precaution needed to assure maxi
mum stability can b e listed as follows: avoid all 
high frequency energy leaks, take good care of the 
movable mechanical components of the microwave 
section, select your crystals carefully, avoid all 
mechanical vibrations, pay careful attention to all 
feed-line problems (good stabilization, independent 
power for each chassis, and for each channel so as 
to eliminate all interaction, partial use of a battery 
to heat the tubes' filaments), control the cavities 
thermally. 

C. Pl'ecision- Since most sources of errors which 
have plagued other types of instruments designed 
for this same usage, have been eliminated in our 
apparatus, the finer precision is limited by the 
determination of the pressure of the gas under study 
and inaccuracies inherent to every meaSUl'ement in 
vacuum (adsorption effect, preparation of mixtures, 
behavior of each gas). The pressure is read on a 
mercury barometer, with the help of a micrometric 
device and one reaches preoision of the order of 
0.2 percent in the neighborhood of 100 mm Hg. 

When making absolute measurement, one can 
determine the speed of modulation v with an aCCUl'acy 
of a few parts in a thousand, while the error on the 
parameter k is of the order of 1 percent (see sec. 1.9). 

The final precision depends largely on the type 
of measurements made. To gain a feel for the 
precision expected, one should read the chapter 
devoted to results and their discussions. W'e will 
note , however, that the total precision for absorption 
m eaSUl'ement is of the order of 0.5 to 2 percent, while 
for the index of r efraction measurements where the 
parameter k is not needed , the precision under 
favorable conditions is of th e order of a few parts in 
a thousand. 

The instrument which we have just described 
could be improved and could be transformed in 
many ways. For instance, ,ve are studying now 
how the resulting measurement:=; could b e automati
cally and continuously registered on a paper chart. 
Such a study is being made at the Laboratoire d e 
Physique de l'Atmosphere. 
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2 . Theory of the Index of Refraction of 
Absorption and Dispersion 

This chapter is not intended to be a complete 
resume of the many theories concerning t he di
electric constant, the index or refraction, the abso rp
tion and dispersion of rad iaLion b. matter. How
ever, the literature on these fundamental q uesLions 
of physics is so vast that it is of Len inco nvenient 
to consult it and we want to present here, as clearly 
a nd coherently as possible, Lhe essential p art of those 
theories which are of interest to us. This is necessalT 
because most authors consider these subjects £1'0111 
a specific but often different viewpoint (frequency 
band, state of the matter , electric viewpoint, or 
spectroscopic viewpoint) and they introduce con
venient notations and svstems of units. Our field 
is that of h~~p erfreq ue n·c.,~ (from a few Gc/s to a 
few tens of Gc/s) , matter is assumed in the gaseous 
state, the spectroscopic viewpoint is often t he 
dominant one and the 1I.0.K.S. (or Giorgi) system 
of units is used all along in this work except when 
otherwise specified. 

2.1. Molecular Interpretation of the Dielectric 
Properties of a Gas 

D ebye [1912, 1925, 1929, and 1954]; Frohlich 
[1949 , 1956, and 1948]; Smy th [1955]; and Van "Vleck 
[1932]. 

A. The Clausius-}.;{osotti l'elation- One shows that 
for an isotropic, homogeneous and nonpolar ge1,S one 
has 

(2 .1) 

€ r is the dielecLric constant of the gas with respect to 
vacuum (for the ti me being it is a real number) , a 
its induced molecuLal' polarization (induced electric 
momen t per molecule aud pel' unity of field) , N the 
number of molecules pel' uni t volume (per m3) and 
€o= 8.8545 X 10- 2 faradl ll1 (the permittivity of vacuum 
in the rationalized MKS system of units) . 

This rela tion assumes that the molecules interact 
weakly with each other and that the applied elec tric 
field is not too strong so that the elastic displacement 
of the charge centers of the molecule are proportional 
to the field. 

One can then write the same rela tion as: 

R _ Er- 1 1\1I_ Er- 1RT_ aNA (2.2) 
'1\£ - Er+2 r;- Er +2 P;- 3 Eo ' 

EM is the molecular refractivity of the gas, lVf/ pits 
specific molecular volume (22 .414 m3 at 0 °0 and 760 
mm Hg), Pi the gflS pressure in newtons pel' m 2 (the 
gas is assumed ideal ), T its absolute temperature in 
OK and R =8.314 X 103 joule;oK M (kg) , N A = 6.023 
X 1026 molecules perM kg (Avogadro's number) . 

Equation (2.2) expresses the law of Olausius
Mosotti . If one supposes that in the ca e of gases 
Er is very close to unity and if one uses the relation : 

N = ~{t = -'it-~' 01' : N=0.96525.1025 .~, (m- 3 ), (2.3) 

where Pi is measured in mm Hg, one finally obtains: 

(n-1) . 106 = 54.52. 104°a ~, (2.4) 

where the index of refraction N is introduced to the 
rela tion : 

Er - 1= n2- 1:::< 2(n - 1) (refer to sec. 2.2A). 

This relation requires tha t t he index (n- 1) X 106 be 
proportional to the gas pressure and inversely pro~ 
portional Lo the absolu te temperature insofar as the 
induced molecular polarization a is a constan t which 
depends only on th e molecular s tru cture of the gas 
under study. vVe mu st noL lose sighL of Lho fact 
that this res ul t has been obtained by m<1,kin g a 
certain number of hypotheses and assumptions. 

The law of Clausiu s-Mosott i has received within 
the limi ts of its applicatio n, numerous experimental 
verifi.cations; these in clu de our own measurCJll en t. 
The theory of the dielcctri c constant of nonpolar 
gas has been improved during these last few years 
[Hill, 1958; Jansen and Mazur, 1955 ; Jansen and 
Solem, 1956 ; M and el , 1958; :Mandel and Mazm , 
1958; M azur and M andel, 1956a a nd 1956 b]. 

B . The Debye-Langevin Telation- The molecular 
polarization of polar gas is made up of two terms : 
one is the res ult of induction, the other res ulting 
from the orientation of the permanent moments JL 
of the molecules. The total molecular polarization is 
(if fJ-E< lcT) : 

(2.5) 

where K = 1.3804 X IO - 23 joule;oK is th e BolLzmann 
co nstanL. 

If one substitutes at for a in (2 .2) one obtains the 
D ebye-Langevin relation. The same substiLution 
could be made in to (2.4) . 

The computation of the total polarization has 
been taken up again using quantum mechanical 
methods. Van Vleck [1932 (ch. VII) 1 obtained a 
relation almost identical with (2.5) wiLh this difference 
that the term JL2/3kT is multiplied by a correction 
factor (l - f( T )) . This factor is usually very close to 
unity and we will not have to take it into account 
when we interpret our results. 

The l aw of Debye-Langevin predicts, for polar 
substances, a decrease of the dielect ri c cons ttwt with 
temperature. This decrease will befaster t han] IT. 
Many experiments ver iE.," this prediction and in a 
general way this law docs express, within the limits 
of its validity, the diclecLric cons tan t of gases for 
ordinary press ures. It is <1,pproxilmll eiy v t1,lid for 
the solutions of polar subsLeLil ces in nonpolar solvents. 
But it is not valid an." more for pure polar liquids. 
For these it predicts a satm ation effect which is too 
rapid. It is e1, kind of " ferroelectri c" effect rarely 
observed in certain solids. Several corrected for
mulas h ave been suggested to r emedy this fault but 
we will not discuss them here. 

O. onl'esonant ab so7'ption of the Debye type- So 
far we have considered only the sta tic case. The 
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applied field frequency is assumed null or low enough 
so that the dielectric is at all t imes in equilibrium 
with the field. 

If the field frequency increases, it gets out of phase 
with the effect (induction orientation) on the dielec
tric. Equilibrium will be reached after the applied 
field has been removed in accordance with a law of 
the type exp (-tiT) where T is the relaxation time. 
It is independent of t but does depend upon the 
temperature. 

Debye [1929 , 1912, 1925, and 1954] has derived 
most of the classical relations which define quantities 
such as power losses caused by r elaxation phenome
non (E~' is the loss factor) , the dielectric constant 
which has now become a complex number ET = E~
iE~', the field frequency, the molecule dimension 
and the "viscosity" of the dielectric medium. From 
this work we quote the following expression for the 
complex dielectric constant [Debye, 1929, 1912, 
1925, and 1954; Frohlich, 1949, 1956, and 1948] : 

, + ETO- ETa> } 
ET= ETa> l + (wT)2 

,, _ (fro- €rco) WT 

ET - l + (wTF 

(2.6) 

ETO and ET a> are the dielectric constants (real numbers) 
measured for frequencies w......"o or W ......"a> . The loss 
factor E~' corresponds to a power absorption of the 
nonresonant type, it becomes maximum for a critical 
frequency Wm such that wmT= l [Foley, 1942]. 

2.2. Index of Refraction, Absorption, and Normal 
Dispersion 

Stratton [1941]; Bruhat [1954]; and Boudouris 
[1957] . 

A. Definitions- The index of refraction of a 
medium is defined by 

n=-/;;;' = n' -in "; (2. 7) 

where the dielectric constant and the magnetic 
permeability of the medium. are u~ually c?mpl~x 
numbers. Consequently, the mdex of refractJOn will 
also be complex. 

The real part n ' of the index, often called index of 
refraction and designated by n, determines the phase 
velocity of the wave (u = cln', c= 2.9979 X 108 

msec). The inlaginary par t n'l (coefficient of ex
tinction) determines the absorption of the tr ans
mitted power and one has: 

2w 47rlJ . 
a=- n" =- n", (neperjm), 

c c 
(2.8) 

where a is the coefficient of absorption for the medium 
and v the frequency of the applied field. 

We should notice that the concept of index of 
refraction of a medium is intimately tied to phlmom
enas of electromagnetic wave propagation, while the 

constant ET and J.1.T are "static" in origin and must be 
deduced from separate electrical and magnetic meas
urements. A knowledge of the index of refraction 
does not in general imply a knowledge of ET and J.1.r' 
It is only if one admits that J.1.r= l, as we shall assume 
in the following treatment, that one has: 

_ r _ I • II _ , • " _ 2 n - -yET-n -tn , ET- Er-tEr - n , (J.1.T = l). (2.9) 

The result of this is (if, as is the case for gases, 
nil < < n' "'" 1) : 

E~ = n'2-nI12""'n'2 E~' =2nln'l ""'2n"=~ a 
, 27rv ' 

(J.1.r=l). (2.10) 

B. Normal dispersion-The fundamental problem 
of the interaction between matter and radiation can 
be treated from the viewpoint of classical physics or 
from the viewpoint of quantum physics. Taking the 
classical physics viewpoint one must select a micro
scopic model which will represent as well as possible 
the matter 's structure. Since our aim is to discuss 
the phenomenon of dispersion (where the index of 
refraction is a function of frequency), we will take a 
very simple model. The molecule is made up of 
"charge centers" of charge q and mass m, these 
centers will be displaced by the influence of an effec
tive field Eel!' The displacement s is perfectly 
elastic and devoid of any friction. The equation of 
motion is 

(2. 11) 

where k is a measure of the elastic forces (the vec
torial sign will be omitted above the quantities E , 
8 . . . because they are all par allel to each other) . 
The frequency of the ch aracteristic oscillations is 

wo = 27rlJo= , /k/m , 

and the equation of motion becomes: 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Under the influence of the field Eeff=E~ff X 
exp (iwt), the charge center will oscillate according to 
the law s= so exp (iwt). The equation of motion 
admits the par ticular solution : 

s q 1 
E ef1= (27r) 2m V6 - V2' 

(2.14) 

The polarization per unit of volume can be expressed 
by the relation : 

pu=Nqs= Eo(Er-l) (Eerr-f:) (2.15) 

It results from the above relations that: 
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FIGURE 16. Normal dispersion curve. 

with 

X q2N (. h d' .) = (2 )2 2 ,WIt out Im enslOns , 
7r VoEom 

(2.17) 

the second equation (2.16) gives a good approxima
tion for the case of gaseous media. 

If the molecules making up the medium present an 
assembly of charges of the type (q, m), all of them 
subjected to the action of a field, we will have 
(Sellmeier's relation): 

(2 .18) 

Here the dielectric constant and the index of refrac
tion are real numbers since all causes of absorption 
have been discarded. The quantity ~X is equal to 
E;To- 1 , ETO being the static dielectric constant measured 
for )1-70. 

Equation (2.18) and figure 16 show, for a typical 
case, how the index of refraction varies with fre
quency (normal dispersion). Here we notice the 
anomaly according to 'which the index of refraction 
would become infinite for the resonance frequency 
jI = 1I0 . This is caused by the fact that we neglected 
all absorption effects. This, as we shall see later, 
will determine the real behavior of the index of 
Tefraction in the neighborhood of the resonance 
frequency. 

2.3. Resonant Absorption and Abnormal 
Dispersion 

(Theory of Van Vleck-Weisskopf) 

Bruin [1956]; Frohlich [1949, 1956, and 1948]; 
Gordy, Smith and Trambal'ulo [1953]; Townes and 
Schalow [1955]; and Van Vleck and Weisskopf 
[1945]. 

The original Lorentz theory of the shape of spec
trohnes for the visible [Lorentz, 1906] has been 
properly modified so as to be compatible with the 
Debye theory [1929 (sec. 2.1C) ] and to be valid in the 

hertzian domain. This work has been done by Van 
Vleck and Weisskopf [1945]. We are going to 
discuss the parts of this modified theory which are 
essential for the interpretation of the absorption 
and dispersion produced by molecular resonance. 
The other theories concerning the shock broadening 
of spectral lines will be reviewed. 

A. Theory of Van Vleclc-Weisskopf (VV- W) 
The process of radiation absorption by matter is 
influenced by several factors. In the hertzian 
domain the most important of these factors is the 
effect produced by collisions between molecules. 
When two molecules (eventually several) come near 
enough to each other to be subj ect to intermolecular 
forces we say that collisions have occurred. This 
does not necessarily imply a direct collision between 
molecules which, in the kinetic theory of gas, had 
been represented by little spheres. The following 
hypotheses are made: 

1. The gas pressure is low enough so that molecules 
collide only two at a time. The possibility of triple 
or high order collisions is discarded. 

2. The collisions have a short duration: 

(2. 19) 

T c is the mean duration of a collision. It depends 
upon the type of molecular interaction. T is the 
average time between collisions. 

3. The collisions are strong. Consequently, the 
initial condition characterizing the motion of a 
molecule immediately after a collision bears no 
relation to those existing immediately be[ore the 
collision. We say that the process of molecular 
interaction has no memory. 

4. The initial conditions are, however, influenced 
by the intensity of the radiation field at the time of 
the shock. For this to be true we must have 

(2.20) 

This tells us that the results of this theory will be 
valid only for frequencies which are sufficiently low. 

5. The initial conditions characterizing the motion 
just after a collision are determined under the 
assumption that the positions and velocities o[ the 
charge centers of the molecules Teach a Boltzmann 
distribution (thermal equilibrium is supposedly 
maintained) . 

The equation of motion for the charge centers 
subjected to the action of an external field will be 

(2.21) 

during the interval of time T which separates two 
successive collisions and if the five assumptions hold. 
This equation is identical to (2 .13) where wo= 27rvo is 
the characteristic frequency or the oscillating particle. 
We note that no friction term appears in the equa
tion. The results, howClTer , will produce absorption 
lin es which arc collision-broadened by shock. This 
happens because the transient t erms which had been 
neglected in the solution of the particular (~.14) 
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have been kept: 

set) qEo exp (iwt) 0 (. )+ 0 (.) 
(2 )2 (2 2) + 1 exp ~wo t 2 exp -~wot. 

7r 1n Vo-V 

(2.22) 

This general solution supposes that the particle 
under consideration oscillates with a constant 
amplitude between two successive collisions. How
ever, the phase of the oscillation can be modified by 
collisions and a Fourier analysis would indicate the 
appearance of new frequencies of absorption around 
the resonance frequency. It is in this fashion that 
one talks of the shock or collision-broadening of 
absorption lines. 

The constants ('1 and O2 are determined with the 
help of the initial conditions: position s(to) and ve
locity veto) = (ds/dt ) t = to of the oscillating particle at 
time to right after a collision. Under the assump tion 
of a Boltzmann distribution one obtains for the 
average value of sCto): 

(sCto) = f s · exp (- H /kT)ds dv/ f exp (- H /kT)ds dv, 

(2.23) 
where 

H = (1/2)mv2+ (l /2)m(wos)2_ qsEo cos wto, (2.24) 

hence: 

(s (to) = (qEo/mw~) exp (i wto), and (u(to) = O. (2.25 ) 

T aking into account these initial conditions, one 
obtains from (2.22 ) 

(t) _ gEo exp (iw t ) (vij 1 v { '( )t' } s - 2 - 2--2- - -- exp -~ w- wo 
1nwo vo-v 2 vo - v 

+~ +v exp {-i(w + wo)t' }) , 
,{.,J Vo v 

(2.26) 

where t' = t-to is the time measured since the last 
collision . To arrive at the expression for the mean 
displacement (s(t ) we must compute the average 
value of (2.26 ) with respect to t' considered as the 
time at which the next collision occurs. 

According to the kinetic theory of gas [Kennard, 
1938] the probability w for a molecule to collide after 
a time t' following its last collision is W = (liT) 

exp (- t' /T). We then havE (s(t )= So'" s·w·dt' (t' 

yariable, t is fixed ) which leads after integration to: 

« (t) ) qEo exp (iwt) (1+ iwT)+ (wo T)2 . 
s mwij (1+ iwT) 2+ (woTF 

(2.27) 

The knowledge of the mean displacement gi\'es us 
(see (2.15 ): 

(2.28) 

This classical result can be transformed [Van 
Vleck and Weisskopf, 1945] with the help of the cor
respondence principle, so as to become valid in the 
domain of quantum mechanics [H eitler, 1954; 
Pauling and Wilson , 1935; Ruark and Urey, 1930; 
Schiff, 1949]. 

The classical resonance frequency Vo is first con
sidered to be equal to t he quantic resonance fre
quency V ij expressed by the Bohr relation: 

(2.29 ) 

where h= 6.6252 X 10- 34 joule· sec is the Planck con
stant, E i< E j the energies of levels i and j of the 
molecule between which the absorbing transition is 
taking place. The rotational spectrum of a sym
metric molecule, for instance, is made up of lines 
whose resonance frequencies are 

(B = 3302 Mc/s for chloroform ) 

(sec. 3.2). (2.30 ) 

B is the rotational constant of the molecule and 
J = O, 1, 2, ... the quantic number of the lower 
Ie \Tels of each transition J -...?J + 1 [Townes and 
Schalow, 1955]. 

To the quantity q2/w~m which appears in the 
classical expression for X (2.28 ) we substitute the 
quantum quantity 21f.L ij I2/3kT, since t hGlmal equilib
rium is assumed. This substitution brings in the 
matrix element of the dipole moment I Il ijl which is 
called the dipole moment for t he transition ?:-...?j. If 
one admits that the classical dipole moment is 
directed along a principal axis of inertia (n.) of t he 
m?lecule, we will have along ano ther fixed direction 
x 111 space: 

If.L i jl x= (i lllxlj) = f1fif.L cos (a,x)1fjdT, 1-
(If.LijI2= Illijl ~+ Illijl ;+ I f.L ij l ~), ) 

(2.3 1) 

1fi and 1f j being the wave function corresponding to 
states i and j. The factor determines the selection 
rules for the transitions: a transition is "allowed" if 
one at least of t he components of t he matrix Ill ijl 
along th e axis x, y, and z is different from zero 
[Gordy, Smith, and T rambarulo , 1953; Townes and 
Schalow, 1955] . 

Tnstead of the total number of molecules, N, per 
unit ,~olume, we will introduce into (2 .28) the quan
tity Njij, j ij being that fraction of the total number of 
molecules which are in the lowest state i. Writing 
these relations by means of an equali ty we have 

x = q2N = 2Njijl f.L ijI 2. 
w~m eo 3 eo . kT 

(2. 32) 

This substitution allows us to pass from the clas
sical formulae (2.28) to the corresponding quan tic 
relations. At the same time the quan t um mechanical 
expressions acquire a more general menning; they be
come valid for any dipole transition (between vibra
tional states, rotation states, etc. . . .) and lend 
themselves to the determination of the absolute value 
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of Lh e absorp tion. Thus the problem reduced itself 
to the evaluation of the quanLitie Vi j, J.L ij, and i i}' 
AlLhough we shall give some detail for the particular 
ea e considered in the chapter tjLled "Results ftnd 
Discussion" (3.2), one would do well to consult refer
ences on hertzian spectroscopy if one wishes to ac
quire more complete information [Gordy, Smith, ftnd 
Trambarulo, 1953; Ingram, 1955; Townes and Scha
low, 1955]. 

The final expression for t he absorption and t he 
index of refraction ftre obttLined in t he following 
manner : one introduces into (2 .28) the substitutioll s 
indicated by (2.29) ftnd (2.32), one then separates 
the real part from the imagil1ftJ'Y part ~r , one tftkes 
(2.10) in to accoun t ftnd on e S UI1lS over all possible 
transitions i --'?j. The following f orrnulas , due to Van 

I 
Vleck-Weisskopf (VV- W), are thus obtained (ra
tionali zed -MKS units ) : 

with 

and 

F ij = Vij (6.V) ,j (( )21+ (6. )2 
Vij- V v ij 

+ (V ij + v )21+ (6. v )~) 

with 

In t hese relations we have taken: 

6.v = 1/27rT, 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

7 is the time required by a molecule to cover a dis
tance equal to the mean free path and 6. v is the line 
width parameter which is assumed to be proportional 
to the gas pressure although t his is not alw}),ys the 
case. Fij and Gij are dimensionless shape factors. 
For F ii we prefer the defmition given by (2 _35) which 
renders this factor a dimensionless qun,ntity, sliglttly 
different definitions appear in the literature [BleMey 
and Penrose, 1947 ; Van Vleck and Weisskopf, 1945]. 

Let us note that, in accordance wit h Lhe principle 
of spectroscopic stability, t he integrated intensity of 

I lin" defined hy i Cai")d" mue' be independent of 

6.v and of the process responsible for th e line broaden
ing [Townes and Schalow, 1955]. The eq (2.33 ) gives: 

1 -- f '" ~d = 27r2.i\Yiil J.L ijI2 
ln t-- 2 V 3 7 T ' o V C~O IC 

(2.40) 

and this condition is fulfilled by the result of the 
t heory of VV- W. 

The index of r efraction is expressed (see (2.36» 
by the sum of two terms: the first term represents 
the dipole contribution (the co nLl'ibuLion of the 
permanent moments of the molecule); t h second 
term n which is ftdded in (2.36), alLhougll it does 
not come out of (2.28), takes inLo account t he 
contribution of induCE,d polarizatjon and we will 
have (sec. 2.1) n -- 1= (C1e )'P i' It ca.n be shown 

that the first term (N/3 EokT)~iijl J.L ol 2Gij reduces, 
ij 

under appropriate conditions, to the dipole Lerm 
(1/2) (NAP ;/RT) (J.L2/3EolcT) of t he D ebye-Langevin 
relation (see sec. 2.1B ). It is sufficient to notice 
t hat for the "sLatic" case (v~O ) we have (2.38) 
Gii= 1 and that N = N ,lP ;/RT (2.3) alon g with 

~iiAI J.L ijI2= 1/2)J.L2 [BimbaulIl , 1953; Townes and 
ij 

Schalow, 1955; Van Vleck, 1932]. 
B . Line with parameter (6. v)- Th e parameter 6.v 

(which determines the li ne slmpe) musL be considered, 
according to t he VV-VV theory, as ftn empirical 
pammeLer. Its knowled ge is required if one wants 
to use (2 .33) Lo (2.38 ) for llUmerical applications. 
The following considerations are ill ten ded Lo give 
the re~1der <1 more precise understtLlldill g of this 
fundame nLal pal'a llleLel'. 

If we twLicip tLLe whaL will be said in the discussion 
o( Lhe tLbsorpLion fo rmula, we then reC'ognize t k1t 
for the CILse of IL nanow absorption line (6.V )ij rep
resenLs Lhe half widLll of Lhe line aL the heLl( intensity 
points . This inLerprekLLion is not valid for suffi
cienLly broMllilles when Lhe gas pressure is increased. 
Although t hen 6.v loses its precise m ean ing of h alf 
width it still retains the meanin g of a line width 
parameter (or " impact parameter," so metimes ceLlled 
half width or half-half width). 

This parameter is in troduced into the VV -VI( 
formula to express the ratio 1/27rT; T is the time re
quired by the molecule to cover a distance equal to 
its mean free path . One can use t h e methods of 
the kinetic theory of gases (2.38) while delaying un til 
la ter the justification of its use. 

According to the kinetic theory of gases (molecules 
are treated as small rigid elastic spheres) and if the 
velocity distribution fUllction of Lhe molecule is 
isotropic and Maxwellian , Lhe mean free path l is 
ginn by: 

1= 1/--/'2Nrr, (2.41) 

where rr is t he collisional cross section: 

rr = 7rb2, (b the effective diametbr of shocks) (2.42) 

and N the number of molecules per unit of volume. 
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We have on the other hand: 

(2.43) 

where iiI is the molecules mean velocity with respect 
to the laboratory coordinates system. The fol
lowing formulas have been established in kinetic 
theory: 
W-(lj2)MV~=(3/2)kT, VI= -J3kTjM, V ll = -J2VI' 

(2.44) 

W is the mean kinetic energy, M the molecular mass 
in kilograms, VI the root mean square of velocity 
with respect. to the laboratory coordinates system 
and Vll and iill the actual velocity and the mean 
velocity of a molecule with respect to another (we 
consider only the case of a pure gas; an example for 
a mixture of gas will be given in sec. 3.2F). 

Recalling the well-known relation, we will have 

(2.46) 

for a given temperature, v and b are constants 
while N is proportional to the gas pressure. Oon
~equently, iJ.j) is also proportional to the pressure. 

This simple relation of proportionality (iJ.v"'-'p) 
has been experimentally verified in the pressure 
domain from a few hWldredths of tenths of mm Hg 
to a fraction of an atmosphere and sometimes to an 
atmosphere itself. Departures become more fre
quent as the pressure is increased. It has been 
established, for instance, that for ammonia, the pa
rameter iJ.v increases more slowly than the pressure 
when the pressure is above 150 mm Hg (sec. 3.20 ). 

As one would expect, the hypothesis and methods 
used in kinetic theory should not be valid in such a 
large domain. This is due to the fact that in kinetic 
theory one does not take into account the exact 
nature of the molecular interactions which, in the 
hertzian domain, determines the cross sections. 
Generally, the values of cross sections predicted by 
the kinetic theory are smaller than the observed ones. 
A more accurate evaluation of the impact parameter 
C!.v and of the cross sections has been attempted in 
several theories of line-broadening which will be 
briefly discussed in section 2.4 . We quote the fol
lowing references: Anderson [1949c and 1950] ; Bleaney 
and Penrose [1947a and 1948b]; Hill and Smith [1950]; 
Howard and Smith [1950a]; Margenau [1949a and 
1949b]; Mizushima [1951a and 1951b]; Smith [1956]; 
and, Smith and Howard [1950]. 

O. Discussion oj the VV- W absorption jormula 
(2.33) - The formulas (2.33) and (2.36) which resume 
the results of the VV- W theory [1945] have been 
independently derived by Frohlich [1946] using a 
calculus of difference method. Starting with the 
same hypotheses, Karplus, and Schwinger [1948] 
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have reproduced the same results by using quantum 
mechanical methods without appealing to the corre
spondence principle. The VV- W theory, checked 
once more by Van Vleck and Margenau [1949J, seems] 
thus well-established within conditions for which it 
has been formulated. Experience lends a solid justi
fication to this theory while suggesting some reserva- I 
tions to be mentioned later. ' 

' Ve are going to underline the essential charac
teristics of this phenomenon of absorption and, in 
particular, its dependence on frequency, pressure, and 
gas temperature. The influence of temperature 
manifests itself in a very complicated fashion. Thus 
it seems advisable to isolate the effect of temperature I 
which we considered at first as a constant; we will 
come back to this later in the discussion of results I 
(sec. 3.2D). 

This discussion on the effect of frequency and pres- I 
sure will be conducted, under the assumption that 
the resonant frequencies, Vii> are generally independ
ent of the gas pressure p while the line width param
eters (iJ.v);j are directly proportional to the pressure. 
The limitation of these hypotheses for certain cases 
will require some modification which will be men- ' 
tioned for the case of ammonia (sec. 3.2). Finally, 
we will assume that the pressure is not too high so 
that (iJ.v\} is not larger than a few tenths of Vi} ' ' 

One can then write the fundamental eq (2.33) with I 
the help of the dimensionless parameters: 

(2.47) 

and making (N= NAP J RT, see (2.3)): 

A A . A 2nNA 
p= TP" WIth T 3CfokRT2 (2.48) 

We then have, when we consider the effect of one I 

line assumed "isolated" (examples where the absorp
tion results from the contributions of several lines 
are treated in sec. 3.2) : 

with 
(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) I 

In (2.49) which expresses the absorption, A i } is a 
constant factor (for a fixed temperature and a given 
line), x is proportional to the frequency selected for 
the measurement, and the pressure p appears explic
itly and implicitly through the mean shape factor 
F ij . This factor contains the damping constant 0 
assumed proportional to the pressure. Let us 



notice thfLt the expression (2.51) allows for the pres
enta.tion of the shape factor under the form of 
nomograms which could be very useful when one 
seeks a general view of the phenomenon of absorption. 
The following conclusions are somewhat obvious: 

1. If the pressme is fixed and not too small, the 
. general shape of a line is definitely asymmetric. 
This asymmetry appears on the example of figme 
17 (see also sec. 3.2). 

2. In the neighborhood of the resonant frequency 
and if the pressme is not too high, we will have 

(2.52) 

and (2.49) can be written: 

A 2 (j 
CXij= i}X (1-x)2+(j2 p" (2.53) 

which is typical of resonance absorption. 
The absorption becomes maximum when (aij)'v = O 

and this gives: 

(2 .54) 

when 
(2.55) 

This result can be fmther simplified if one supposes 
that besides condition (2.52) one has a gas pressure 
so weak that: 

(2.56) 
We then have 

(2.57) 

and it is only in this case that the absorption maxi
mum is located at the resonance frequency (v = Vi}) ' 
In that case the absorption ma,,-imum is independent 
of pressme. There exists a number of experimental 
verifications [Birnbaum, 1953; Bleaney and Penrose , 
1948a; Townes, 1946]. 

3. Away from the resonance frequency and fo1' 
moderate pressures, we have 

(2.58) 

and the absorption in the line wmgs is (2.49): 

if 0 is assumed proportional to the press me , the 
absorption appears proportional to p~ at a given 
frequency: 

(2.60) 

Several experimental verifications confrrm this result 
(sec. 3.2) [Battaglia, Bruin, and Gozzini, 1958; 
Birnbaum, Kryder, and Lyons, 1951; Birnbaum and 
Maryott, 1953a and 1953b]. 

If one goes further away from the resonance 
frequency in the direction of the higher frequency 

so that: 
(2 .61) 

eq (2.49) becomes: 

(2.62) 

Then the absorption, while still proportional 
to p~, becomes independent of frequency [Bleaney 
and Loubser, 1950; Loubser, Klein, and Townes, 
1949] .. .. It would be false to extrapolate this 
conclusion of optical frequencies where the VV-W 
theory ceases to be valid. 

4. For the particular case where tha resonance 
frequencies are very low (x»I), (2.49), (2.33), and 
(2.36) give: 

= 2A- . x2(j 47l'ji}!,ui}!2 N V2(LlV) , } (2 63) 
a ,}p , X2+ 02 3c~okT v2+ (Llv)2 . 

A ijC 02 _ j ij!,uij!2N (LlV) 2 _ ( ) 

n - l = 27l'v/ix2+ 02+ n = 3€olcT V2+(LlV)2+n. 2.64 

One ees that for the limiting case vij= O, the VV-\V 
formulrrs become of the nonresonant type, tha.t is, 
reduced to the Debye formulas (2.36) where 271'7 = 1/ 
f:.v, and where the constant factors are different. 

Keeping the same condition and adding v«( f:.v );j 
so that Vij«V«(.6.V) i} we find that if the frequency 
of measurement is sufficiently low and the gas 
pressme sufficiently high, the absorption becomes 
independent of the pressme while the index of 
refraction is proportional to it. Absorption of the 
Debye type has been indeed observed for some gases. 
Birnbaum and Maryott [1953b], for instance, hrtve 
observed that NH3 absorption passed from the 
resonant type to the nonresonant type in the neigh
borhood of 90 mm Hg while the resonance frequency 
of the unified line of ammonia (sec. 3.2) becomes 
practically zero at about 2 atm [Bleaney and Loubser, 
1948 and 1950] . 

C. Anomalous dispersion-We now consider the 
VV- W formula for the index of refraction (2 .36) . 
With the same substitution as before we write for an 
"isola ted" line: 

(2.65) 

with 

1 [ x02 (H-X I-X )[ 
Gij= l _x2 1-"2 (l -X)2+ (j2 (l +X)2+ 02 

1 [ 1 + x + 02 1- x+ (j2 ] 
="2 (1 + x)2+02+ (1-x)2+o2 . (2 .66) 

The presence in (2.65) of the factor A i} which 
appears in the evaluation of the absorption under
lines the connection between the phenomena of 
absorption and dispersion. This connection could 
not have appeared for the case of normal dispersion 
(sec. 2.2B). 

1. In the neighborhood of resonance frequency, 
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when conditions (2.52) and (2.56) are fulfilled, we 
have 

_ a ijC I - x 
n - l - n = 2-- 2. 

7rV ij X U 

(O'ij)rnaxC (1-- x).5 
27rV ij (l-x)2+ .52 

(2 .67) 

a ij and (a ij) max being expressed by relations (2.53) 
and (2.57). 

Starting with this last relation, information con
cerning the connection between the absorption and 
dispersion can be gathered by means of a classical 
analysis. Results are displayed in figure 17 which 
gives a picture of the phenomenon known as anom
alous dispersion. 

From (2.67) , one easily deduces that, under t he 
accepted conditions, the dispersion on jov is in
versely proportional to the gas pressure at resonance 
frequency. 

The type of interdependence between absorption 
and dispersion described by the VV- W theory 
constitutes only a particular case of the general 
relations of Kramers-Kroning [Kerr, 1951]. 

2. In the wing of a line and far enough from line 
center so that 02«(l_X)2 (condition (2.58)), eq 
(2.65) becomes: 

n_l_n=A ijc . _ I _ [I _X.52
( l + x _ I - x )J. 

27rv ij P'I - x2 . 2 (l _X)2 (l + X)2 

(2.68) 

This relation , where .5 and n are assumed propor
tional to the pressure , represents the way in which 
the index of refraction depends on the gas pressure 
in the neighborhood of an absorption line (for a 
given frequency of measurement and for fixed tem
perature). One notes that 1'01' sufficiently weak 

pressures the slope o (n- l) /op, instead of remaining 
constant (sec. 2.1) , increases with the pressure if 
x> 1(v> V ij) and decreases if V < Vi j. 

The experimental results concerning this dis
persion effect and conceming their comparison 
with the absorption are rather raro. We shall 
come back to this when we discuss the results in 
section 3.2E. 

D. The validity oj th e VV - W theory~The formulas 
of VV- W have been the object of several works of 
experimental verification, although almost all of 
these were concerned with the phenomenon of ab
sorption. Several positive verifications bearing on 
the essential characters of the absorption have 
already been men tioned above (see sec. 2.3B) . The 
list of these will be more or less completed here to 
allow us to underline the weak points of the theory 
in the domain of average pressures in particular (see 
also sec. 3.2). Numerous are the studies concerning 
oxygen [Carrara, 1956; Tinkham and Strandberg, 
1955; Van Vleck, 1947]. 11easurements by Beringer 
[1945 and 1946] at 60 Gcls have shown that the ab
sorption measured in the line wings is superior to 'what 
the theory of VV- W had pl'edicted. An explanation 
has been attempted by invoking the fact that the 
fine structure of oxygen is not completely hidden at 
atmospheric pl'eSSUl'e [Beringer and Castle, 1951; 
Strandberg:, Meng, and Ingersoll, 1949]. Artman 
[19 ,')3 ] has shown good agreement between his results 
and theory. 

An absorption stronger than predicted by theory 
in the high frequency wing has been observed by 
Becker and Autler [1946] for water vapor in air 
(measurement made in the band 15 to 45 Gc/s). 
However, a comparison between several experi .. 
mental results relating to the sume ques tion indicates 
that experimental errors could be considerable . 
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Values c<lJculated for the absorption are also affected 
by the un certainty on some or the quantities which 
arc needed for its computation , no tably L::.v (which 
vf1ries from one line to the next) . 

Similarly large departure hav e been obsen Ted by 
Weidner [1948] on ICl measurement and t hey seem 
to suggest that under cOl· tain circumstallces the 

I validity of the VV - W" Lheory is n1ther doub tful , 
while ill general its founda t ion is basically so und. 
The weakness of the absorpt ion predi cted by the 
theory in the wings of t lte unified lin e of H,lnmonia, 
seem again to be confirmed (sec. ;3 .2) . Fine111y, we 
must admit that generally the VV- W theory tends to 
pred ict, for frequencies far from the resonance fre
quencies, a weak absorption (sometimes twice to 
thTee times smaller tha n the measured values) . 

No propel' correcti ve formulas have been proposed 
so far , and the VV-"W formulas continue to be the 
main theoretical tool iJi the domai n where they 
apply. 

2.4. O ther Theories of Collisional Broadening 

And erson [1949a n,nd 1 949c]; Arl rnall [1 9S3]; 
Artman and Gordon [1954]; Lorentz [1906 and 1909]; 
Margenau [193S, 1949a /l,nd ] 949b]; Marge n all a,net 
Bloom []9,,)9], MizusJlilll a [19.51a and 19S1b]; and, 
rrownes and .schalow [19SS]. 

The weak poinL of the VV- W theory is the farl 
that tbe line broadenin g parame ter L::.v is considered 
as an essen tially empirical one (sec . 2.:3B) . A more 
complete theory should be capable to evn,IUl1te this 
parameLer by makin g use of inl ermolecuhu forces 
(Van der Wn,als' forces) . 

The genenLl £orm ula lion of t he problem prese n ls 
no difficu lti es. In trying to give the problem 11, 
general solu Lion , J ablonski [J 940, 1945, 1946, and 
1948] treiLts Lhe ensemble of the gas as a system, f1 
kind of large ull ique molecule, inside of whi ch tran
sition takes place between Itilluititude of levels. 
The mathematical difficulty qui ckly becomes very 
serious and if one wish es to il,rri ve at useful results. 
simplification and approximeLtions fire necessary: 
It is at this time that the several collision theories 
and statistical theories have been cleveoloped . 

The problem which is the object of these theories 
is the one of line broa dening by collision (determi
nation of line shapes and wid th parameters) . Col
lisional broadening is by far the most important 
cause of lin e broadening in th e microwave spectros
copy of gases. Other causes are present at weak 
pressures or under special cond itions. Thev are 
natural broadening, Doppler broadening, broiLdening 
t.hrough collisions with the co ntain er's wall , broad
ening by Zeeman and Stark efl'ects, and broeLdening 
thTough saturation. vVe shall not worry abou t these. 
The fact that for average pressure , and if one stays 
away from saturation effect, collisional broadenin g is 
the most importan t one, and renders microwave 
spectroscopy the most fruitful field for th study of 
this kind of broadening. Consequently, important 
conclusions may be m ade on moleculn:r s tructure 
and interaction. 

A. Collisional theories- In these theories it is 
generally admitted that the molecules are sufficiently 
dis tan t from each other so that they can be considered 
as isolated. The molecular in teractions at the time 
of "collisions" are responsible for the perturbations 
of the energy levels and for the broadening of the 
absorption lines. But since the absorption during 
impact is uSLH111y neglected, the validity of these 
theories becom es so mewhat doubtful Jor higher pres
sures (eL few atmospheres) . Their val idity is also 
so mewhe1 t limited by somr of the simplifying hypoth
eses of the kind mentioned in t he VV- W theory 
(sec. 2 .3A). 

Collision al theories belong usually (with the excep
tioll of Anderson's Lh eory 1194911, fi ud 1949c]), to the 
adiaha.tic type. Thal is, the phase of the molecul ar 
oscillator is perturbed without affecti ng the energy. 
Let us recall , for instance, tha t it is only af ter passin g 
to quantum mechanics that the idea of tran silionis 
introdu ced in the VV- VV theory. Jt appears, how
ever , that contn1!"y to what happens in t he opLical 
domain , collisions in the hertz inll domain arc almost 
always " diabatic." 

Lorentz [1906] was t he fu'st one who, star t ing with 
oldrr concepLs yet, b ,1S formulated a t heory for col
li sion brOf1dening or lill es in t he opLicfLI domain. 
On e co uld reproduce his reslllL by usin g the mel hod 
(sec . 2.:3) in which one would suppose that the inilial 
position a.nd velocities of the moleculM oscilhtLors 
are distribuLed atnLndorn immediately followin g 
i Illpact (s(to» = 0 and (u(t)) = 0) . Bru in [19S6] 
develops, in his I he is, 11 general ized met hod of 
computaL ion where lil e old friction model of llelm
holtz and Lhe collisional models of Lorenlz and 
VV- 'W" appear ,lS particula r Cllses. 

Before lIl e publication of lIle VV- "\V theory, 
Weisskopf [1932] in v('s lige1ted c,udully the process of 
collision b.\' me,U1S of Fourier integrals. This 
method was followed by other theories: Anderson 
[1949a and 1949c]; Leslie [19S1]; Mizushim /1 [1951f1 
and 19S1b]; andmfL llr others [Foley, 1942 and 1946; 
LellZ, 1933; Lindholm, J941 , 1942, andI94S]. 

Among all Lile theories of collision broadening, 
that of Anderso n's f1ppea rs to be the most compleLe, 
it also benen ts from experimen tal veri fications 
[Anderson, 1949b and 19S0; Artnmn, 19S3; Artman 
and Gordon , 1954] .... 

B . Statistical theorie~-Around 1934- 19:37 anoth er' 
type of collisional broadening theory was developed. 
It is seen mostly in the work of Kuhn [J 934 and 1937], 
Kuhn and London [1934], in the work of Margenau 
[193S], ),i(argenau a nd WaLson [1936], and other 
workers (see [Jshiguro, Arai, Mizushima, and Kotani , 
1952]). Under the statisLical eLp proach each molecule 
is considered und er tlte per m/went pertur bing infer
ence of all the other molecules (one co uld also take 
into account Lhe effect of mul tiple collisions) . 
Although this general hypo thesis seems justified, 
the statistical theories take on a Latistical character 
by admitting that molecules are almost motionless. 
They deprive Lhemselves of the possibility of taking 
into account molecular interactions. An improved 
version of Margenau's theory [1949f1 and 1949b] does 
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interpret correctly the experimental results of 
ammonia measurements. 

It can be shown generally that the statistical 
theories reduce to collisional theories as soon as the 
collisions are sufficiently slow or when the measured 
frequency is sufficiently far from the resonant 
frequency [Holstein, 1950; Margenau and Bloom, 
1950]. Discussions on the possibility of a synthesis 
of the two types of theories as well as on their validity 
continue: Anderson [1952], and Margenau 
'[1956] .... 

The comparison of the several available theories 
of collisional broadening with experimental results 
shows that agreement is rather rare (the dipole
dipole interaction of ammonia being the only excep
tion) . The causes seem to be many: cases where 
only one kind of molecular interaction dominates 
are infrequent; some of the molecular constants to 
which theories are appealing are unknown or poorly 
known; experimental results are often contradictory. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Index of Refraction of Ahnospheric Gases, 
Water Vapor, and Air 

A. Introduction- Recent developments m mlCro
wave techniques have furnished a new means of 
measuring fundamental physical quantities, such as 
the speed of propagation of electromagnetic waves 
and the index of refraction. The precision obtained 
is comparable, sometimes superior, to that reached 
by the classical means of optics. 

Knowledge of the index of refraction of the atmos
phere and of the speed of propagation allows, to 
quote only one practical application, the determina
tion of distances by means of electromagnetic 
detection (radar) . The velocity of propagation in 
vacuum has been measured recently in the hyper
frequency domain by several workers whose work 
has been resumed in the very interesting article by 
Froome [1956]. The value given by him is 
299.793 X 108± 300 JLsec. The precision on the 
index of refraction measured by hertzian method in 
the works of Crain, Birnbaum', Essen and Froome, 
and Gozzini, is in the best cases of the order of a 
few parts in ten thousand, but it often falls to a 
few parts in a thousand. Previous determinations 
in the low frequency bands (1 Mc/s) suffer from a 
much larger dispersion [Hector and Woernley, 1946]. 
This discrepancy could have been caused principally 
by systematic errors introduced through parasitical 
circuits, poorly known in those days, and as far as 
water vapor is concerned, by the high sensitivity of 
isolating supports and condenser plates to adsorp
tion. The hyperfrequency domain where the res
onant cavity technique shows itself to be far superior 
constitutes a favorable domain and because of th~ 
desired precision it is not without interest to dwell 
on measurements of the index of the atmosphere. 
Let us note that the principle of measurement 
proposed by Gozzini which we have used, seems to 
lead to a precision slightly superior to that obtained 

by Birnbaum, etc., without requiring quartz fre 
quency standards such as those used in the Essen
Froome experiment. Finally, we wanted to extend 
these measurements to all the atmospheric consti
tuents and, consequently, the measurements on rare 
gases (krypton, neon, and xenon) are, to our knowl
edge, original. 

B. Experimental conditions- Measurements have ' 
been made at fixed frequencies between 7 and 12 
Gc/s (ldystrons 723 AlB and X 13 B/Varian) and 
with the gas pressure of the measurement cavity de
creasing progressively from 1 atm to a fraction of 1 
mm Hg (except for water vapor). Each series of 
measurements produced a curve (n, p) determined 
by a few tenths of points and for each gas several 
series of measurements have been repeated (5 to 10 I 
times). The gas temperature is maintained within 
± 0.1 DC between 0 DC and 50 DC. The sensitivity 
used corresponded to a few volts of triangular ten
sion (top value) applied to the klystron reflector. I 
The instrument was frequently calibrated with re
spect to argon for which the sensitivity used corre- I 

sponded to j.Lsecs per mm Hg. The index of argon 
has been measUI'ed by means of absolute calibration 
(ch. 1). 

The limitation on the precision was caused more I 
by the difficulty of reading the pressure than by the 
electronic components. The reading of the baro
metric gauge has been improved in the case of water i 
vapor by the usage of a cathetometric reader. 

C. Dry air and its constituents-Atmospheric gases 
have been collected into bottles or vials purchased 
from commercial firms. Results have been cor
rected for the principal impurities mentioned by the I 

manufacturers. These corrections are usually smaller 
than the probable error. Those gases are dehy
drated by sending them through a succession of tubes 
containing CaS04 and P 20 5 prior to the filling of the 
measuring cavities. The dehydrating process used 
for atmospheric air was a bit more involved, a cold 
trap of solid CO2 was added. Other processes to dry I 
the air have been tried or utilized such as those mak
ing use of concentrated sulfUI'ic acid and anhydrous I 

sodium carbonate. Small traces of humidity will 
result in a higher measured value of the index of 
refraction. This question has been well discussed by 
Watson et aI., [1931 and 1934]. A reproducible 
measure of the minimum value of the index of re
fraction constitutes the best criterion insuring that 
the sample has been well dehydrated. 

The general results of those measurements are in
dicated on figure 18. One notices that the depend
ence of the index of refraction on the gas pressure is, 
in all cases, linear, which is in accordance with the 
Clausius-Mosotti law for nonpolar gases (sec. 2.1). 
The variation of the index of refraction with the in
verse of the absolute temperatUI'e, also predicted by I 

this law, has been equally verified, although these . 
results are not indicated on figure 18 so as not to 
clutter the drawing. 

Table 1 resumes the results, after the Van del' 
Waals correction for real gases, for normal tempera
ture and pressure (NTP) (00 C 760 mm Hg) . OUI' 
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FIGU RE 18. I ndex of refm clion of atmosphel'ic gases and dry air as a function of the pressure in the centimel1'ic waves domain 
(t = O° C) 

results with an indication of the probable error for 
each gas are presented along with results of other 
authors, in order to give a more complete picture of 
the present day situation of the problem. An average 
value of the principal results is given in the domain 
of hyperfrequencies for each gas. These averages 
have been weighted in proportion to the inverse of 
the square of the probable error. 

The results in the hyperfrequency domain can be 
compared with those obtained for low frequencies 
(around 1 Mc/s) or with the results in the optical 
domain. The present table is concerned with the 
totality of these results . In the first case, the results 
should be equivalent as long as the frequency is suf
ficiently lower than 60 Gc/s where an absorption 
band of ox'}'"gen is located. One notes discrepancies. 
With the exception of air and oxygen at 72 Gc/s these 
discrepancies are caused by experimental error and 
not by an abnormal dispersion effect (sec. 2.30). 

Such an effect manifests itself only for ox'}'"gen at 72 
Gels and then remains small as predicted by Van 
Vleck [Kerr, 1951], Measurements in the optical fre
quency range are located on the other side of these 
absorption bands and are not generally directly com
parable with measurements in the hyperfrequency 
range unless one extrapolates for infinite wavelengths 
[Barrell, 1951]. 

The paramagnetic property of oxygen (which is in 
fact responsible for the microwave absorption of 
that gas) makes it unrealistic to apply the simplifying 
relation : 

between the dielectric constant and the index of 
refraction. One must use the exact relation: 
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TABLE 1. Results of l11easurements of the Index of HefTaction of Atmosphe?'ic gases (without wate?' vapor) at N TP (0 °c, 
760 mm Hg) 

D a te I 

( 1951) 
1934 
1946 
1948 
1948 
1950 
1951 
1951 
1951 
1952 
1952 
1953 
1955 
1955 
1957 
1958 

1908 
(1948) 

1932 
1934 
1946 
1948 
1949 
1951 
195J 
1954 
1955 
1958 
1958 

1874 
(1948) 
1932 
1934 
1946 
1948 
1951 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1958 

1927 
(1952) 
1934 
1946 
1948 
1949 
1951 
1951 
1951 
1952 
1954 
1958 
1958 

Author (n - l ) .10' 

I - Dry a ir (287.98) 

Ba rrol1. _____ __________ ___ _ 
lI'atson ete ______________ _ 
Heetor-Woernley ____ ____ _ 
Crain ___ ___ __ ____________ _ 
Lyons-B irn.-Kryder __ ___ _ 
Philips _____ ______________ _ 
Birnbaum-Kr.-Lyons ____ _ 
Esscn-Froolnc. ______ ____ _ 
Gozzini __ ______ ____ . _. ___ _ 
Zieman. _. ___ ._. ___ ______ . 
Bugucs-Armstrong __ _____ _ 
Essen __________ . _. _______ _ 
Froomc. _._ . __ _____ . _____ _ 
Saito ____ _________________ _ 
Batt-Boud.-GozzinL _____ _ 
Boudou ris __ __ __________ _ _ 

287. S±O.l 
(288)(fJ) 

(283. 5±O. 5) 
(286) 

(288. 5±0. 5) 
(299) 

287. 9±O 7 
288. J.5±O. ] 0 
(289. 3±J. 5) 
287. 9± 1. 0 
(284.5±2) 

288.1O±0.1 
287. 66±0.1l 
(287.0±1. 2) 
288. O± O. 3 
288.0±O.3 

2- Argon (A) (277. 79) 

Burtol1 __ _____ ____________ 1 

Burton cite par Kaye-
L aby. 

CuthbertsoIL ___________ _ _ 
\\'atso n-Rao-Ranl ______ __ _ 
Hector-vI' oernley ________ _ 
J elatis __ _________________ _ 
Clay-MaeselL ___ ________ _ 
Esscll-Froomc. ___ _______ _ 
Mi chels-Seld.-Over ____ __ _ 
Hci ncken-BruilL ______ __ _ 
Froomo __________________ _ 
Gozzini-Batt.-B ruin . ___ _ _ 
Boudou ris. _____________ _ _ 

283.7 
279.2 

277. 3 
(275) 

(272. 55±0. 25) 
(277. 1± 0. 45) 

(278±1) 
277.8± 0.2 

(299.3) 
277. 0±1. 0 
27i. 7± 0. 2 
277. 8±0. 1 
277. 8±0. 1 

3- Azote (N,) (294.09) 

M ascarL ________________ _ 
Scheel cite par Kaye-Laby_ 
Yliehe ls-Miehels __ ______ _ _ 
Watson -Rao-Ram __ ______ _ 
H ector-Woemley __ ___ ___ _ 
Lyons-Birn .-Kryclcr __ __ _ _ 
Birnbaulll -Kr.-Lyons ____ _ 
Essen-lTroome _ --.- -------
Zicma n ______ . _________ . __ 
Essen. ___________________ _ 
Hcincken-BruiIL ________ _ 
Boudouris ____ _______ ____ _ 

297.2 
290.6 
(286) 

(293.5) 
(289. 8±0. 5) 
293. 5±1. 0 

(293. 5±1. 5) ( fJ) 
294. 1±0. 1 

(293. 5±1. 0) 
~94. 1±0. 1 

294±1 
294. 3±0. 5 

I ( .. -1) ·106 I Frequency 
(Me/s) 

(575. 7±O. 2) 
576 

566. 9±1. 0 
572 

577. O±J. 0 
598 (X) 

575. 4± J. 4 
576. O± O. 2 
578. G±3 (0) 
575.4±2.1 
.569±4 (.J 
575. 8±0. 2 
574. 9±0. 22 
574. 0±2. 5 
575. 6±0. 6 
575. 6±0. 6 

(567.5) 
(558.5) 

(554.7) 
550 

545. 1±0.5 
554. 2±0. 9 

556±2 
555.7±0. 4 

598. fi 
(554. 0± 2. 0) 
(555. 4± 0. 4) 
(555. 6±0. 2) 
(555. 6±0. 2) 

(594.4) 
(58 1. 3) 

573 
587 

579. 6±1. 0 
587. 0±2. 0 
586. 9±2. 9 
588.3±0.2 
587.0±2.0 

(588. 2± 0. 2) 
(588±2) 

(588.6±1. 0) 

(a ) 
0.5 
1.0 

9000 
9000 
3000 
9000 
24000 
9000 
9000 
3000 
9000 
72000 
9000 
9000 
9000 

(5890 A) 
(a ) 

(a ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

24000 
0.5 

25000 
72000 
9000 
9000 

(5890 A) 
(a ) 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 

9000 
9000 
24000 
9000 
9000 
25000 
9000 

4-Gaz Ca rboniq ue (CO,) (493.90) 

Tausz-Hornu g ___________ _ 
cite Par Oucrin __________ _ 
\ Vatson-Rao-Ram ___ _____ _ 
H eetor-Wocmley ___ _____ _ 
Lyons-Bim .-Kryd er _____ _ 
Clay-ylacscn ___ ___ ______ _ 
Birnbaum-:Kr.-Lyons ____ _ 
E sscn-Froom e ___________ _ 
Gozzin L ______ ___ ________ _ 
Zieman ___ _______ _____ ___ _ 
Heineken-Dru ilL ________ _ 
GOZZilli-13att.-BruiIL ____ _ 
Boudouris _______________ _ 

449. 1 
450 

(494.5) 
(493. 7± 1. 0) 
(494. O± l. 0) 
(508. 5± 1. 5) 
(492. 7± J. 5) 
494 . 0±1. 0 

(495. 0± 2. 0) 
(493. 7±2. 0) 

496± 2 
555. 4±0. 2 (\) 

493. 5±1. 0 

(898.2) 
(900) 
989 

987. 5±2. 0 
988. 0±2. 0 

1017±3 
985. 5±3. 0 
988. 0±2. 0 
990.0±4 0 
987.5±4. 1 

(992±4) 
( lllO.8) 

(987. 0±2. 0) 

(5880 A) 
(5890 A) 

0.5 
1.0 

9000 
1.0 

9000 
24000 
9000 
9000 
25000 
9000 
9000 

(a) Val ues obta ined from optical measurements a fter extrapola tion to infIn ite 
wavelength. 

which, since f r and n are clOSe to unity , can be re
written as: 

f r - 1 = 2(n - 1)- (117- 1) (3 .1 ) 

where 11,- 1= 1.8 X 106 for oxygen and about 
0.4 X 10- 6 for air (containing 21 % of oxygen ) 
at N TP [Birnbaum, Kryder , and Lyons, 1951] . 
This correction has been applied to our results as 
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Date Author (n- l )·106 

5-Helium (Be) (35.06) 

1932 
(1952) 
1946 
1948 
1951 
1953 
1958 

Cu thbertson _____________ _ 
cite par Guerin. ____ ____ _ _ 
Hector- \\' orilley ___ __ _____ _ 
.JclaUs ___________________ _ 
Birn baum-Kr-Lyons __ ___ _ 
Essen ____________________ _ 
Boudouris. __ ._. _________ . 

34.6 
34 

(34. 2±0. 3) 
(34.6±0.1) 
(35. 2±0. 6) 
35. O±O. 2 
35. 3±0. 5 

6--Bydrogene (H,) (136. 16) 

(1952) 
1951 
1953 
1956 
1958 

cite I~a l: Guerin. _________ _ 
GOZZ in L ___________ . _____ . 
Essen . _____ ___ ___________ . 
Gozzini-Ba tt .-B ru iIL ____ _ 
Boudouris. _ . __ __________ _ 

139 
(138. 8± 1. 0) 
136 O± O. 2 

176 i±0. 1(r) 
137. 5±1. 0 

7- Krypton (Kr) (429.0) 

(952) 1 cite par Guerin ___ ___ _____ 1 
1958 Boudouris _______________ _ 

428 
429. O±2. 5 

8- Neol1 (Ne) (68. 1) 

(1952) 1 cite par G uerill __ ---------1 1958 Boudouris ___ ____________ _ 
67 

68. 1±0. 7 

9- 0xygene (0 ,) (266.33) 

1908 
(1948) 

1934 
1946 
1948 
1948 
1948 
1951 
1951 
1952 
1953 
]954 
]955 
1958 

R en tschler _______________ _ 
Rentschl er cite par K aye-Laby __ _________ _______ _ 
\V atsoll -Rao-Ra l n . _______ _ 
H cctor-\\. ocrnlcy ________ _ 
J c ia tis __ _________________ _ 
Crain ____________________ _ 
L yons-B irn .-Kryder _____ _ 
Birnbaum-Kr.-Lyon _____ _ 
Esscn-Froornc ___________ _ 
Zi eman __________________ _ 
Esscll ______ _____________ _ _ 
Hcinckcn-Bruin ____ _____ _ 
Froo mr __ ________________ _ 
Boudou ris __ __ ________ ___ _ 

271. 8 

266.3 
(265. 5) (~) 

(26 l. 7±0. 5) 
(266. 3± 0. 7) 

(265) 
(266±1) 

265. 9±1. 0 
266. 4±0. 2 
266. 9±1. 0 
266. 2± 0. 2 
268. 0± 1. 5 
263. 9±0. 2 
261;' 7± 1. 0 

10- Xenon (Xc) (691. 5) 

(1952) I Cite par G uerin ___________ 1 
]958 Boudouri s ___ ____________ _ 

704 
691. 5±4. 5 

1 
(.,-1) ·106 1 Frequency 

(M c/s 

(69.2) 
(68) 

68. 4± 0. 5 
69. 2± 0. 2 
70.5± !.1 

(70.0+0.4) 
(70. 6± 1. 0) 

(278) 
277. 6±2. 0 

(272. O±O. 4) 
(353. 4±0. 2) 
(275.0±20) 

(856) 
(858. 0±5. 0) 

(134) 
(136. 2± 1. 4) 

(543.6) 

(532. 7) 
531 

523. 3± 1. 0 
532. 5±1. 3 

530 
532± 2.0 
530±1. 9 

531. O± O. 4 
532. 0± 2. 1 
530 6±O.4 
534. 2± 3. 0 
526. O±O. 4 
531. 6± 2. 0 

(a) 
(5890';') 

1 
1 

9000 
9000 
9000 

(5890 A) 
9000 
9000 
9000 
9000 

(5890 A) 
9000 

(5890 ,i) 
9000 

(5890 A) 

(a) 
0.5 
1. 0 
1.0 
9000 
9000 
9000 
24000 
9000 
9000 
25000 
72000 
9000 

(1408) I (5890 ,i ) 
(1383±9) 9000 

(~) These valu es, in parentheses, a re ded uced fro111 t he relation (n- 1) =(Y.i) 
('7-1) . In th e case of oxygen a nd for t h e case of air , t i,e correction for m agnetic 
permoa bili ty is n eglected. L et us reca ll tha t, although many a u tbors give their 
resul ts in terms of tile q uantity fT- I measurements in the ll1icrowave region 
sbould be given in te rm s of the index of refraction. 

(,) This high va lue seems to be cau sed by the m ethod u sed by Phillips. The 
proba ble error is of the same order of m agni tud e as the d i tTe rence with respect to 
other lneasurcmcnts. 

(') Measurements redu ced to ambient temperature. 
(f) 'T'h r. au thors discuss improvCJnents of their experin1cntal setup as well as 

necessary preca utions to be taken to obtain a higher accuracy. 
(I) The a u thors mention that these high values could be caused by the presence 

of impurities. 

well as to the measurements of other workers pre
sented in table 1. 

As far as hydrogen is concerned, efforts have been 
made to compute its induced molecular polarization 
using quantum mechanical techniques (see sec. 2.1). 
Ishiguro and his colleagues [1952] who have revised 
and improved this type of computation have found a 
calculated polarization corresponding to (n- 1) 
X 106= 133.3 at NTP [Essen, 1953a and 1953b1_ 



Thi theoretical value is rougbly 2 percent lower 
than the measured one , but it is, of co urse, obvious 
that the theoretical computation would give a larger 
value if one could keep a larger number of terms in 

ithe wave function of the molecule. 
A check on the consistency of OLlI' results would be 

provided by the computaLion of LIle index or refrac
Ition from the measured values of Lho indices of its 
constituents [Vassy, 1956]. Limiting ourselves to 
the main constituents of air: 78 .06 percent nitrogen, 
121 percent of oxygen , and 0.94 percent of In-gon, 
we find (n-l) X 106= 288.3 ± 0.6 to be compared with 
288.0 ± 0.3 measured for dry air. 
I D . Vfater vapor- The water vapor used came 
from a container filled with distilled water whose 
,temperature was kept 5° below that of the measuring 
cavity (except for measurement at 0 °C) . The 

!maxima of pressure for nonsaturated vapor were 
jbetween a few mm Hg (0 °C) and 150 mm Hg 
(63°C). The observed pressure (p) was reduced 

1 to the pressure (1)i) corresponding to vapor treated 
,as an ideal gas and obeying the relat ion: 

(3.2) 

a and b are the cons tan ts of Van del' IiV,wls. Tbe 
difference between P and Pi is or the order of 1 
percent under the conditions of our experiment. 

A large number of measurements have been made 
for each of the selected tempern Lmes in the interval 
0° to 63 °C. ~i[easuremenls at 0° and 21 °C have 
been mad e at Lhe U nt versity of Pisa [Battaglia , 
Boudouris , and Gozzini, 1957] ; Lhey have been co nl
pleted for other LemperaLures at the Labori1.toire de 
Physique de l 'Atmosphere. The cllrves obtllinecl 
for the index (n - l) X 106 vcrsu pressure H.t fixed 
temperature were alwa. s straight lines who e slopes 
are indicated on figure 19. This imporLant eft'0ct 
is contradictory with the results of certain radio 
frequency measurements where an abnormal de
pendence of the index on the pressure had been 
established, but it is in good accord wiLh the hyper
frequency measurement of Birnbaum and Chatterjee 
[1952]. 

This anomaly in the radio frequency range is 
blamed on the water adsorption of the insulating 
supports of the condensers [Stranathan, 1935]. 
This influence of adsorption is practically eliminated 
in the hyperfrequency range when one uses a reso
nance cavity of su.fficiently large dimensions [Becker 
and Autler, 1946 ; Birnbaum and Chatterjee, 1952; 
Froome, 1955]. liVe have noticed no apprecia ble 
effect from the association of water vapor molecu les 
nor have we noticed an effect of anomalous dispersion 
in the band from 7 to ] 2 Gcls (Saxton [1943 , 1944, 
and 1947] reports an anomalous dispersion in Lhe 
band from 3 to 18 Mcl for water vapor at 100 °C 
and 1 atm). The measmements of Essen and 
Froome at 9 [Essen, 19S3a and 1953b], 24 [Essen and 
Froome, 1951 and 1952], and 72 Gcls [Froome, 1955] 
show but a slight dependence of the index on the 
frequency. This is in accord with theoretical 
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FIGU UE '10. Slope oj the index oJ Tefraction of water vapor 
(n - 1) x103/ pi as a f unction of the pressw'e and with the 
temperature as a parameter (v= 9300 J'lfc/s) . 

predictions whieh show a wea k frequency dependent 
for Lhe absorpLion band of water vapor around 
300 Gcls (~= 1 mm) and a negligible dependence for 
the band around 22 Gcls (A = 1.35 cm) [Kerr, ] 951]. 
One should not expect an anomalous d ispersion as 
long as the frequency remains lower than it hlmdred 
Gc/s. 

These measurements lead us to the following 
expression relating the index or refraction to the 
pressme and temperatme (see sec. 2.1B): 

R M = fr - l RT =A+~' 
• Er+ 2 Pi T 

(3.3) 

A and B are the D ebye constants. This rehltion 
can be written (R = 8.314 X I03 J ;oK M kg, 760 mm 
Hg = 101324 Nw/m 2): 

(n-~~ .106 24.05. (A+ ~) ]~,3 =~+ I~, (3.4) 

where Pi is expressed in mm Hg and K 2 and K3 are 
two new constants. 

For each measmcd value o[ the slope (n - l) X 
1061p; (fig. 18) one deduces RM = A + B IT and this 
quantity is plotted versu.s l i T in figme 19. A curve 
is then clrawn .throu&h those poin~s. The method of 
least squares IS used. One obtams the values: 

A =(3.99 ± 0.60) '10-3, B = 20. 1± 0.20 (m3) , (3.5) 

which agree well with the values obtained by other 
authors [Birnbaum and Chatterjee, 1952]. From 
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FIGURE 20. Determination of the constants A and B in the 
Debye Formula for water vapor. 

these values of A and B one obtains: 

K 2= 95.95 ± 14, K 3= (500 .5± 4) . 103, (3.6) 

and (3 .4) can be written: 

(n-1) ·106= 61.5 ± 0.8 to p = 10 mm Hg and t = 20 00. 

This last result IS compared III table 2 with other 
results obtained previously. 

TABLE 2. Index of refmction of nonsatumted water vapor at 
p = 10 mm By and t =20 DC (average is 60.78) 

Da te Autbor (n-1)106 Moment dipolaire F requ. T empera-
}l (debye) (Me/s) ture (°0 ) 

------------
1939 Barrell-Sears __ _____ 2.94 -----.-- ----- -- - -- (a) -.-.--- - --- -
1930 SangeL ____________ 62.7 1. 842± 0. 008 1 (3 points) 
1935 Stranatban ___ ______ 61. 3± 0. 4 1. 831± 0. 006 0. 5 21- 189 
1935 Groves-Sugden _____ 61. 6± 1. 7 1. 845± 0. 040 -. ------ 110-211 
1942 Hurdis-Smytb ___ __ 61.3± 1. 7 1. 850±0. 040 111- 249 
1948 Crain . __ ____ . ______ 61. 3 1.84 9000 20-68 
1950 Pbillips. ___________ 62. 4 --------- - ---- --- - 3000 ~amb.) 
1951 E ssen -Froome ______ 607.±0. 1 (') 1. 839± 0. 002 24000 amb.) 
1952 Birnbaum-ObatL __ 618.±0. 7 (') 1. 846±0. 005 9000 25-103 
1953 E ssen ____ __________ 607.±0. 2 (') 1.832 9000 (amb.) 
1955 Froome. __ __ .. ______ 610. ± 0.2 - --- ---------- --- - 72000 (amb.) 
1957 Batt. Boud-

GozzinL _______ ___ 61. 5±1. 0 - -- - --- --.---- ---- 9000 (2 points) 
1958 Boudouris ___ ____ ___ 61 . 5±0. 8 1. 848±0. 015 9000 0-65 

(a) See note of t able 1. 
(,) The ran ge o f tempera ture variation being small, the authors h ave taken for 

tbe con stant A of the D ebye formu la, a value of the order of 2. 
(') Tbis is an average, taking into account not only the autbors' results, but 

a lso bose of Groves-Su gden Hurdis-Sm ytb , and S rana han 

Once we know the constants A and B we can 
compute the induced molecular polarization a and I 
the dipole moment f.1. of a water vapor molecule I 
(see 2.1B): ' 

(3.7) 

from which 

or: 

a = (1.76 ± 0.26) .10- 40 C;i: } 
f.1. = (6.165 ± 0.050) . 1O- 30Cb· m 

a= (52.76 ± 7.90) .10- 12 debye} 
V i m ·(3.8) 

f.1. = (1.848±0.01 5) debye 

The values obtained by other workers are also given 
in table 2. Although there is good agreement, a 
dipole moment of 1.94 debye has been measured 
using Stark effect at hyperfrequencies [Townes and 
Schalow, 1955]. 

E. Damp air--The index of refraction of mixtures 
of dry ail' and water vapor can be expressed, accord
ing to the hypothesis of additivity of the contribu
tions of the two constituents, by the relation: 

where pa and pw are the partial pressures of dry air 
in water vapor (PI= Pa + PW) PI is the total pressure 
of the mixture), K 2 and K3 are the constants per
taining to water vapor (see (3.4)) and Kl is the con
stant for dry air. Our results for dry air and water 
vapor taken separately give: 

OK OK 
K 1= 103.45 ± 0.1 H ,K2= 95.95 ± 14 H ' mm g mm g 

°K2 
K 3= (500 .5± 4) .103 . H' (3.10) 

mm g 

Smith and Weintraub [1953a and 1953b] have pro
posed that the best values to be used in practice 
should be 

OK OK 
Kl = 103.5 H , K 2= 96 H ' mmg mmg 

K = 5 . lOS °1(2 (3.11) 
3 mm Hg 

so that 

(n-1) . 106= 103.5 ~+96 ~+5' lOS P,P' (3 .1 2) I 

These resulted from an intensive survey of all pre
vious works in the field. 
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Since measmements on dry air are made without 
CO2, we have increased by 0.01 percent the measmed 
index in order to take into account the presence of 
0.03 percent of CO2, (3 .12) should be accmate with
in 0.5 percent in the temperatme interval from 
- 50 to + 40 DC, a total pressm e between 140 and 
760 mm Hg, a partial preSS Ul"e of water vapor from 
o to 20 mm Hg and for frequencies between 0 and 
30 Gc/s . 

Because of the obvious advantage of a relation 
such as (3 .12), we have decided to t es t it. The 
totality of the result obtained from measmement on 
dry air made at Pisa [Battaglia, Boudomis , and 
Gozzini, 1957] from 0 to 21 DC as well as those made 
in Paris (1958) are indicated on figure 20. The 
precision is here limited by the difficulty in prepar~g 
mixtures of precise and well-known concentratIOn 
and sufficient stability. The mixtmes are being 
prepared in separate containers titrated by the 
partial pressme of water vapor. A precision of 1 to 
3 percent on the measured value of the slope (n - 1) 
X 1061pt is obtained for mL\:tul"es who e partial 
pressmes of water vapor does not exce~d 10 percent 
of the total pressme. The corresponchng degree of 
humidity is already greater than the one usually 
encountered in the atmosphere. For water vapor 
content higher than this, the precision is not as good. 

Figure 21 proves the validity of (3.12). The lines 
have been drawn in accordance with this relation 
while the points have been obtained experimentally . 
The agreement is very good. 

Previous works have suggested slightly higher 
vf\.lues for J{I and J{a and sl ightly lower value for J{2 

(let us note that in (3 .12) the t~r!ll containi~g J{3 is 
much larger than that one contammg J{2)' StIckland 
[1942] had suggested: 

J{1 = 105 °K/mm Hg, K 2=90 °K/mm Hg, 

J{3= 5 .022 .105 °K2/mm Hg. 

Saito [1955] has recently ma.de direct measmements 
on damp air from 0 to 9,000 Mc/s for water vapor 
content less than about 2 percent. H e finds for the 
constant J{l the value J{l = 103 which is in good 
agreement with our results. He. ees, however:, no 
reason to change the other StlCklan d coeffiCIent . 
The preceding discussion justifies, as far as we are 
concerned the definitive adoption of relation (3. 12) 
from whlch the index of refraction of atmospheric air 
can be computed as soon as the degree of humidity 
is known . 

3.2. A Study of Absorption and Dispersion in Relation 
With the Theory of Van Vleck-Weisskopf 

A. Introduct ion- The formulas of Van Vleck
Weisskopf (VV- W) constitute the base for the com
putation m3:de to. estimate. the absorption and the 
molecular dISpersIOn of mlCrowaves m tbe atmos
phere (see sec. 2.3 [Anderson, 1949c; Kerr, 1951 ; 
Vassy, 1956]) . . . . At present we d~ not have 
the proper frequency bands needed for a dU'ect study 
of f\.tmospberic gases and air (20 to 35 Gcls for water 
vapor, 55 to 65 Gcls for ox-ygen), consequently, we 
have undertaken a research program on the absorp
tion and dispersion of other ga.ses such as ammonia 

1. 5.---------------,---------------.---------------,---------------1 

(n-l) . lO O 

P t 

AIR HUM ID E 

. c, 
() 

1.0~------------~-r------------~L-r_~~ 

5 10 15 20 

:FIGURE 21. Direct rneasul'e?nenls on darnp air (P t total pressure of the rnixture dry ail' + water vapor, pu water vapor partial 
pressure.) 
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and chloroform. The results or this study and the 
establishment of new techniques give us some infor
mation of a sufficiently general nature to be useful 
in the study of the behavior of the atmosphere. 

For example, the study of nmmonia can be used to 
approximate the behavior of oxygen. These two 
gases display hertzian spectra made up of several 
lines distrib uted in relatively narrow frequency 
bands, from this viewpoint a comparison becomes 
possible. One should bear in mind that in the case of 
oxygen the absorption is of magnetic origin (inter
action between the magnetic moment of the molecule 
and the magnetic field of the incident electromagnetic 
wave). Since the magnetic moment is rather weak, 
the effective cross section, which determines the 
width of the lines, is ver~T close to the cross section 
computed in the Kinetic Theory of Gases. This is 
why the oxygen spectrum in the air appears rather 
well resolved even for pressmes of the order of half 
an atmosphere [Artman, 1953 and 1954]. It appears 
probable that the study of ammonia, wher<:l the fine 
structme appears arou nd 100 mm Hg, could give 
qualitative information on the behavior of oxygen 
at high pressme [Maryott and Birnbaum, 1955]. 

The study of chloroform gives us an example of the 
complexity of the absorption and dispersion problem 
when we have to take into account the blending of 
closely neighboring lines. Since here absorption is 
studied in connection with dispersion, the results 
underline the fact that a notable dispersion can only 
be observed if there is a high degree of absorption. 
This resul t is used in the study of the atmosphere 
[Kerr, 1951]. 

B. The spectra oj ammonia and chlorojorm- The 
ammonia molecule (NH3) is symmetric and has the 
shape of a regular pyramid whose apex is occupied by 
a nitrogen atom (see fig . 22a). Although the lines 
of the rotational and vibrational spectra of this 
molecule are in the infra red [Herzberg, 1951], there 
exists absorption in the hertzian domain. It is 
caused by a phenomenon of "inversion" which cor
responds to the "passage" of the nitrogen atom from 
one side of the plane HHH to the other. The vibra
tional energy of the nitrogen atom "on the right" of 
this plane is slightly different from the vibrational 
level "on the left" so that the vibrational level is split. 
The transition between those two states, which is 
made possible by a "tunnel effect" and known as 
"inversion," is responsible for the observed absorp
tion of the molecule in the ground state (around 24 
Gc/s) (fig. 22b). 

The inversion spectrum of ammonia belongs to 
the more general class of spectra caused by internal 
motion of a molecule. One will find an extensive 
discussion of this phenomenon in chapter 12 of the 
book by Townes and Schalow [1955]. Consequently, 
\ve limit omselves to indicating the aspects of this 
phenomenon which are of particular interest to us. 

The inversion spectrum of ammonia presents a 
fine structure. This fine structure is caused by the 
interaction between the inversion and the rotation 
of tbe molecule. A classic but qualitative explana
tion is to suppose that rotation modifies the energy 

level of vibration by means of centrifugal forces 
Computations give: 

J and K are the quantic numbers of the rotational 
levels, vo = 23787 Mc/s and a and b are the fine 
structme constants for which e.xperience gives 
a= 151.5 Mc/s and b= 59.9 Mc/s. 

When the gas pressme becomes larger than 50 
to 100 mm Hg, the fine structure disappears and the 
spectrum is then a unique line. But the "r esonance 
frequency" va which corresponds to this line is not 
pressure independent allY more. It decreases with 
increasing pressure and for pressures close to or 
greater than 2 atrn the Jrequency Vo must be con
sidered as o. The absorption loses its resonant 
character. This phenomenon has been observed 
experimentally [Bleaney and Loubser, 1948; Smith, 
1948 ; Weingarten, 1948] and theoretical explanations 
have been given [Anderson, 1949b ; Margenau, 
1949a and 1949b]. 

Another phenomenon becomes important for 
relatively high pressures. The width parameter 
~v of the line ceases to be proportional to the gas 
pressure, it increases more slowly as the pressure 
nears 1 atm. It is completely stable above 4 atm 
[Birnbaum and Maryott, 1953a and 1953b; Bleaney 
and Loubser, 1948 and 1950; Weingarten, 1948]. 
This effect is attributed to multiple collisions (more 
than two molecules collide at the same time) [Bleaney 
and Loubser, 1948 and 1950], while more complicated 
explanations have been proposed by the several 
theories of shock broadening of lines. 

The ammonia molecule has been the object of 
l1lillleroUS experimental and theoretical works. Al
though it is the best known molecule from a micro
wave spectroscopy viewpoint, the sustained interest 
in its study continues to bring forth new works even 
today. 

The chloroform molecule is not as well known in 
the hyperfrequency range. It is also a symmetric 
molecule but its 1'0 tational spectrum is located 
squarely in the centimetric wave region. The 
structure of the molecule (fig. 23) and its rotational 
constant B have been determined by the techniques 
of microwave spectroscopy [Ghosh, Trambarulo, 
and Gordy, 1952; Smith and Unterberger, 1950; 
Unterberger, Trambarulo, and Smith, 1950]. The 
rotational spectrum is made up of lines whose fre
quency are given by the general r elation [Townes and 
Schalow, 1955]: 

(J= O, 1, 2 ... ), (3.14) 

for chloroform 
B = 3302 Mc/s. (3. 15) 

Spectroscopic measurements are usually made 
under low pressure so as to maintain high resolution. 
This type of measurement has yielded information 
concerning the position of the lines of different 
substances, on the fine and hyperfine structure, 
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etc .... [Townes and Schalow, 1955]. Neverthe
less, with a few excep tions (ammonia, oes ... ), 
we lack data on the absolute intensity of t he absorp
t ion and on the shapes of the lines at high pressure. 
Our ins tl' UInent is well-adjusted to this type of 
stuely and we h ave used it to study chloroform. 

e. Study oj the absorption at constant temperatuTes-
1. Absorption measurements for ammonia have been 
made in t he band from 7 to 12 Gc/s (klystron X 13 B). 
For each selected frequency in this band, we obtain 
a curve of the absorption (a) ver sus the pressure (p) 
by d ecreasin g th e pressure from about 300 mm H g 
to O. The temperature of the cavity is maintained 
at 0 °e (except for absorpt ion vel' us temperature 
measurement). The absolute calibraLion of tho 
instrument (sec. 1.9) is used during the e measure
ments (for instance, v= 900 M c/s2 and k = 0.70 which 
correspond to a sensitivity of 1.346 X 10- 6 neper/m/ 
J,<sec). 

Three curves (a, p ) are shown on figure 24 for 
frequencies 7.30, 9.33, and H .40 Gc/s. The parabolic 
shape of t hese curves (this was expected ince the 
used frequencies are locftted on tho lower wing of the 
ammonia line, see sec. B and 2.3) is woll-marked. 
This feature appears even bettor on figure 24 where 
t he same curves are drawn on a logarithmic scale. 
One notes that the absorption is of the form 
a = (Cte) X pfJ, the slope (3 is equttl t o 1.96 for 
50< p< 150 mm Hg. Tho slope tonds toward 2 for 
p < 50 mm H g and decreases progressively above 
150 mm Hg. The absorption is thus gi\Ton, as a func
t ion of pressure by a quadratic parabola as predicted 
by th e th ory (soc. 2.3). The constant propor
tionali ty is such that we have 

a = 5.0·1Q-3 neper/ill to 9. 33 Gc/s, 
100 mill H g and 0 °e. (3. 16) 
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FIGURE 24. Ammonia absorption (linear scale). 

The absorption is expressed in accordance with 
the theory of Van Vleck-Weisskopf by (2.33). 
When the gas pressure is sufficiently high (above 50 
mm H g) the fine structure of ammonia is masked 
(see sec. 3.2B) because the width of the lines becomes 
18:rge with respect to the separation between the 
dIfrer~nt resonant frequencies Vjk . 

. rr:his fact can be expressed analytically if one is 
WIllmg to lump all the V jk frequencies into one 
"resonant" frequency Vo, although the frequencies 
Vj .k occupy a r a ther large band "from 20 to 30 Gc/s." 
Smce the band occupied by the principal lines is 
narrower (from 21 to 26 Gc/s) while the line width 
parameter becomes of the order of 10 Gcls at half an 
atmosphe~'~ of pressure, the approximation Vjk~ Vo 

seems legItImate. It becomes even more so as one 
moves furthe~ away: from the resonant frequency Vo 
toward the WIng of hne. (2.33) then takes the form 

_ 10- 5 (273)2.5 2 [ /:1v 
a - g· T' V· (vo-V)2+ (/:1v)2 

+ (vo+v)~~(/:1V)2J' p , (np/m). (3.17) 

In this relation g is a constant factor (of the order of 
3 as we shall see later), p is measured in mm Hg, 
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v and Vo in Gels, 6v keeps its usual meaning of width 
parameter, while the factor (273 I T )2.5 (equal to 1 
for t= O DC) takes into account the influence of the 
temperature. 

Such a representation of absorption by a single 
line has been suggested for different reasons and 
under different conditions by several authors [Birn
baum, 1949 and 1950; Birnbaum and Maryott, 1953a 
and 1953b; Bleaney and Loubser, 1948 and 1950 ; 
Walter and Hershberger, 1946; Weingarten, 1948]. 
Our viewpoint is the following: we will try to apply 
(3.17) to the totality of lmown results concerning 
the absorption of ammonia at hyperfrequency 
energies (bands from 2 to 45 Gels). These results 
have been given by many workers and we are going 
to pay special attent.ion to the pressure domain 
which corresponds to the operating range of our 
instrument (10 mm Hg to 1 atm). Our aim is 
twofold: 

a. Check, under the condition mentioned above, 
on the validity of the VV-W formula. Studies of 
this type have been undertaken by other workers 
but they had different goals and used different 
means. They would limit themselves to a region 
around resonance and would make direct use of the 
spectroscopic data of ammonia [Bleaney and Penrose, 



1947b]. Or they would verify the law a = (Gle)p2 
I for average pressure and far from resonance [Batta
glia, Bruin, and Gozzini, 1958; Birnbaum, Kryder, and 
Lyons, 1951; Birnbaum and Maryott, 1953a and 

1 1953b; Walter and Hershberger, 1946]. Or they 
would work at very high pres ures up to 6 or 7 atm 
[Bleaney and Loubser, 1948 and 1950; Weingarten, 
1948]. Although our measmements are limited in 
frequencies and pressme, we consider them as rather 
precise and by comparing them aaainst all other 
results agree together and to what extent they can 
be interpreted by the VV-W formula. 

f3. Besides this theoretical interest, a formula 
such as (3.17), brought into the best possible agree
ment with experimental results, would furnish us, 
in first approximation, a valuable indication of the 

relative calibration of our instrument. The prac
tical interest would be great mainly when one 
changes frequency or temperatme. 

The aareement between the different experimental 
results is at first glance rather satisfactory, although 
there appears considerable discrepancies here and 
there. We shall not dwell on the detailed compari
son which should take into account the date of each 
measmement, and the experimental technique used. 
Such a comparison can be better made by taking a 
careful look at figures 25 to 27 and at table 3. 

We proceed next to the adjustment of (3.17) 
with these results. Such an adjustment must re
spect the fact that the integrated intensity of a line 
(see sec. 2.3A): 

(3.18) 

FIGURE 25. Ammonia absorption (logarithmic scales). 
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must be independent of the presumed line shape. 
Weingarten [1948] whose computation gives I 1nt/p 
= 9X 10- 5 (neper/m) / (Gc/s)/mm Hg, has shown 
that this condition is sufficiently well verified by 
experiences. When one tries to adjust (3 .17), the 
values selected for )10 and 611 can be more or less 
arbitrary. ' One knows that in fact these quantities 
are, in the case of ammonia, complicated functions 
of the gas pressure (see sec. 3.2B). 

In order to obtain the best possible agreement 
with experiments we have decided that the factor 
9 was a free parameter. This does not have any 
theoretical justification but we have so decided on 
account of our second objective. Anticipating 
the results of this adjustment, we note (fig. 28) 
that 9 doesn't depart very much from an average 
value of 3.5 (the small value of 9 at p = 50 mm Hg 
could be caused by the fact that at this pressure the 
fme structure r emains partially resolved- see fig. 

27). Birnbaum and Maryott [1954] are led to 
adopt a constant value for this factor which is, 
after conversion of the uni ts, somewhere in be
tween 3.8 and 4.2 according to the results one 
selects, while a theoretical computation yields g of 
the order of 3.6 (2. 1:i) . 

We thus have three paramet.ers that we can 
adjust: 110, 611, and g. liVe have fixed their value 
by requiring that (3.1 7) give, for each selected 
pressure (50, 100, 300 , 600, and 760 mm Hg), the 
most probable measured values corresponding to 
three points on each line. These three points are: 
one 3,t 11 = 9.4 Gels and giving preference to our own 
measurements; the other is selected toward the top 
of the line; and the third one selected at an inter
mediate position on the lower wing of the line. We 
thus have required that the agreement be best on the 
left of the resonance frequency. 

One then obtains for each line, and for each pres-
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T A BLE 3 

R eference Frect · 

Ge/s 
Cleeton-Williams [1934] _ 7 _9 

to 
28_3 

IIersh berger [1946] ___ ___ _ 24 

W alter-Hershberger 
[1946] 

m ea ney-Penrose [1947] __ 

Weingarten [1948] __ ____ _ 

Bieaney-Loubser [1950] __ 

Ocnnaoui [1951] _____ ___ _ 

Birnbaum-Kryder
Lyons [ 195]] 

Dirn bau In-1\. I aryott 
[1953] 

11 11 cl 
JO 

24 .2 
3 11 (l 

9.45 

18.9 
to 
27.6 

9.36 
to 
34.5 

6.7 
to 
~7 

9 .4 5 

9.28 

2.8 
( 1 .8 

to 
2.8) 

Pressure '-r c lllper- ~ecch niQuc Precision, scnsltivity Rem ark s 
atm c 

neper/m 
1 ntn ! am bient Mirror s pectrometer. 'I'he effor 011 A less t han 1% __ :For th e infrared, the D ennison interpre

ta tion formul a (1928) was used. magnetro ns 

1 ailll & a mbient Waveguide (30 ft). _________ . Se nsitivity of 0.005 lIeper/ll1 . Other gases werc st ud ied. 
o to 

1 aim 

o t.o ambie nt \ ,r ::l\";"cguidc+absor\)rr __ ____ _ Se nsitivity 0.002 Precision Forlllul as were analogous LO the quoted 
equation (3. 17). 1 at lll ±5% 

o to 
600 

1lI111 Ji g 

o to 
7 aim 

o to 
6 aLrn 

o to 
1 aim 

o to 
200 

m ill JI g 

100 
(300) 

)]llll .II g 

alli bicnt 

25 ° C 

ambient 

ambient 

G uide .I 111 3 kl ys trons, 
bolometer 

Non resona nt. cavity, bolom
eter, m agnetron s 

Resonant cav ities, crysta l. 
Q measurem ent 

R esonant cav ities, Q meas
urement. 

Precision ±4o/c at. 600 111m "1I g_ V or-mu la for VJK c.lJld (6")JK . A greemen t 
with COlllJ)Ut.atio li Ht LOO 111 m lTg. 
~\I ('(\iocn.' £lgr l'CII I ('nt at. ()()O Jlltn Ug_ 
JnsuflicicllL frequellcy band." 

Precision ±3 to 5o/c, ___ _____ _ II Unified line" in good agrC(\l lIcnt at. 
p> ! <H ilI. Large Nror possihle around 
9.36 Ucls (sllIali cavi ty). 

Precision around ±2 to 30/.; __ (3. 1 i ) adj usted at p qq . a llll (departure 
at 1 /:l Ull ) . Insufficie nt 1I1CHsurClncn t 
at low pressure . 

Sensitivity 0.002 neper/ IIl __ __ \ -criOcalion of the law a= (Cte).])'.) 

24.7 & r[\ro resonan t cav ities, Percision ±2o/c, Sensitivity \~c rifi ci:1tio n of the law a=(Cte)·p2. 
2;J.5 °C swept klystron, labeling 10- 4 neper/1l1 

- J2 to Sa rne' as a hove plus a few Precis ion around ±2 to 3W, __ C hcck of thc \ - \ P_ \\" formu la. \ ·crifIca-
100 °0 illlprovCJll l' lllS Li on of the law a= (Cte)·p2. D is

cllss ioll. 

n attaglia-13ru i n-Gozzin i 
[]958] 

9.4 o to 
250 

HUll ]J g 

o to Sa ll Ie as ours. ____ _____ ____ __ Sa lll e Dreier of IlI agniLucie HS \ Tcrincation of the law a=(Cte)·p2. 
15 °C Qurs 

Present, wor K ___ ________ _ 7 
to 
12 

o to 
250 

]11111 lJ g 

o to 'T wo resonant 
50° C pulses 

sure a sys tem of threo equations in three unknowns. 
Since we did not wanL to approxinhtLe (3 .17 ), lhese 
system.s are eomplicaLed . They have been solved 
graphieally. The results (vldid at ° 00) are indi
cated in t.able 4 and on fig ure 28 wh ere we haye 
plot ted for comparison the values proposed by oth er 
workers. One notices again Lhe well-lmowll eHecL 
(see sec. 3.2B ) of Lhe decrease of Vo and t::. v/p with 
pressure. As a consequence Vo and t::. v become 
practically equ al (vo=L1v ,,=, 15 Gc/s) around 1 atm. 

As a first approxi l1Hl,tion L1 v can be expressed by 
the reIn tion : 

L1v= (3 0,4 - 0,014p ) ' p. 10- 3 , 

(Ge/s, with p in mm H g) . (3.19 ) 

A similar relation (t::.v=(24.5 - 0.008p) X p X 10- 3 for 
ambient temperature) has been suggested by Bleaney 
and Loubser [1948 [tnd 1950] who have justified this 
expression by appeabng to theoretical co nsiderations 
taking into account th e effect of multiple collisions. 

v, (Ge/s) ______ •. ___ • ______ _ 

~:-~~.c!~~:--: ::::::::::::::: I 

T ABLE 4· 

Pressure (mill II g) 

50 
23.0 

1.75 
2.86 

100 
22.9 
2.9 
3.2"2 

300 
22.0 

7.S 
3.30 

600 
S1.3 
13.2 
3.06 

760 
15.5 
14.4 
~.71 

cavities, Precision ±l to 2%. Sensi- YeriOcation of the Ia \\- a=(Cte)·p'_ 
tivity JO- o ncper/ III Check on the \'\ -II" formula. 

On ce the param eters Vo, and L1 v, a nd 9 have been 
deLermined , we han' recalcuhtLed by means of (3. 17) 
t Ile lines of figure 27 and the a bsorption CUl'\'es a (p ) of 
figUl'cS 25 aJld 26. W emake thcfollowingconclusions: 

a . J f one Lries Lo obLain the besL possible agree
ment between the co mpu LaLion and the measurements 
on the le f" t of Lhe resonance, Lh e discrepn,ncy 011 the 
other side of the line becomes rather In.rge. Birn
baum and MaryoLL [1953aJ ltaye already shown that 
when a line computed according to the VV- W 
formula is in good n,greemenL around resonan ce, the 
absorption at 2.8 and 9 Gc/s is larger by 40 percent . 
Bleaney and Loubser [1948 and 1950] using methods 
similar to ours ha ye been able to bring good agree
ment between measUl'ed and compuLed line but their 
best success occurs at high pressure, while Lhey sLill 
have appreciabl discrepancy in Lhe neighborhood of 
1 atm. It thus appears thf\. t, for t he condition under 
which we work (10< p< 760 nUll H g) a single line, of 
the VV- W type could noL be adopLed to measure
ment over the whole spectrum (froln a few Gc/s to a 
few tens Gc/s) with the precision of the order of the 
experimental errol' (see sec. 2.3D ). The molecular 
interaction appeal'S Lo become too complicated in 
t his domain and Ol1e begins to wonder if the sta tistical 
theory would no t give better results (see the work of 
D. F . Smith [Mazur and M andel , 1956a and 1956b] 
who had in mind preSSUl'es of a few atm) . Bearing 
in mind these reservations as well as a certain ambi
guity in the meaSUl'ement one should not flxclude the 
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FIGU RE 27. Ammonia absorption spectrum for hyperfrequencies (average pressure). 

representation of absorption by a "single line" of the (this expression must be multiplied by the factor 
VV- W type as a first approximation. The asym- (273 IT)25 for temperatures t;;=O °C), and this relation 
metric character of the lines as well as the shift to is useful for the relative calibration of our instrument. 
the right of the absorption maximum are evidenced If one operates sufficiently far from resonance and 
in figure 27. Such a representation is of some use if if the pressure is not too high, (3.17) can be written 
one does not try to give it a rigorous significance and as (see sec. 2.3C): 
if one does not try to overestimate its meaning. 

(3. Let us now consider the a(p) curves giving the 
absorption as a function of pressure. When one uses 
(3.1 n undeLthe particular conditions p = 100 mm Hg 
and t = O °C one obtains: 

a = 9.338· 1'2 [ (22,9-:)2+ 8.41 + (22.9+ ~) 2+ 8.41J 

_ - 5 (273)2.5 1+(~)2 
a - 2g·10 T . (!:2._!:..)2· (!J.v)p. 

v 1'0 

(3.21) 

.10- 3, (np/m),atp= 100mmHgandt= 0°C,vin Gels The error (in excess) caused by the use of (3.21) 
instead of (3.17) can be estinlated with the help of 

(3.20) table 5 (1'0 and!J.v have the values indicated on table 4). 
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FIGURE 28. AbsOl'ption parameters for ammonia Ceq. 3.17) . 

TABLE 5 

p=l00mmErg 

v= 2.8 Gels 
Error +1.3% 

9.4 Gels 
+3.5% 

300 rom Erg 

2.8 Gels I 
+13.7% 

9.4 Gels 
+31% 

The error is of a few percent or more and increases 
quickly with the pressure as one approaches the 
resonance frequency Vo. In all cases where (3.21) 
is judged valid, and if one supposes that in the domain 
of its application 110 does not change appreciably 
while 6.11 remains proportional to the pressure, one 
may write the simple formula: 

a= (Cte)p2 (at constant temperature). (3 .22) 

Experiments verify this conclusion (fig. 24). Our 
measurements give: 

a = 5 .10- 7 • p2, (np /m) , 

(p < 150 mm Hg, /= 0 °C, 11 = 9.33 Gc/s). (3.23) 

This result is equivalent to admitting that 
6.lIlp = 0.029 Gc/s/mm Hg. Using spectroscopic data 
of ammonia, BIeaney and Loubser [1948 and 1950) 
have computed [Bleaney and Penrose, 1947b) an 
average value of 6.v with the formula: 

2:,1 JK6.11 JK 
6.11 ::..:J l:..:c(o=;:-c;--

2:,IJK 
JJ( 

(3.24) 
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I jk is the integrated intensity of the fine line (J , K) 
and they find that lIl' /p = 0.0245 Gc/s/mm Hg. The 
corresponding absorption is approximately 15 percent 
lower than the measured value. Another computa
tion of Birnbaum and Maryott [1953a] brings the 
discrepancy to about 40 percent. As mentioned 
above these remarks reinforce the one made pre
viously concerning the quantitative validity of tb e 
VV- W formula over the totality of the spectrum 
band of ammonia. 

2. The absorption problem presents itself in a 
different manner in the case of chloroiorm. The 
frequency band used is located between the fiJ"st two 
lines of the rotation spectrum , at 6.6 and 13 .2 Gcls, 
respectively (see sec. 3.2B) . We will have to con
sider not only the cumulative effect of those first 
two li11es but also the influence of the residual absorp
tion caused by all the other lines located higher up. 

Since the satmation press me of chloroform vapor 
is limited to 61 mm Hg at 0 °0, we have worked at 
t= 30 °0 which allows us to go to a pressure of about 

150 mm Hg. The precision in the measmements is 
affected by the wealmess of the absorption at pres
sures smaller than 50 mm Hg and by a certain 
amount of vapor instability which is partially blamed 
on the adsorption occUlTing in the channels and the 
measming cavity. The probable error is around a 
few percent. 

Figme 29 presents the results as a function of 
pressme for the three frequencies: 7.25 , 9.20 and 
] 1.5 Gc/s. The shapes of the other curves (a, p) for 
other frequencies within the range 7 to 12 Gc/s fall 
well within t he limits of the curve shown on figure 29 . 
Gennaoui [1949 , 1950, and 1951] is, to om Imowl
edge, the only other worker who has made this type 
of measuremen t on chloroform. His results at 
1' = 9.45 Gcls and at t= 20 °0 are in good agreement 
with our results (fig. 29) . For pressures of 50 and 
100 mm Hg the absorption as a fUllction of frequency 
is presented on figure 30 . 

Since, in the li terature, there exists no other re
sults to complete ours, the interpretation of our 
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measurement, should suggest two hypotheses. Or 
thc mC<lsmed absorption is caused mainly by the 
supcrimposed effects of the first two lines or, thcse 
fir L two lines are relatively weak and the measmed 
absorption results principally from residual absorp
tion of t.he higher lines. 

Let us consider the first hypothesis and let us 
examine the meaSUl'emcnts of absorption as a func
tion of frequency at p = 100 mm H g (fig. 30), It. 
is then possible to dcterminc by a trial and error 
method two lines or the type VV- W : 

tion~ One 0 b tains : 

for 

for 

(3. 26) 

<XJ= gJv Z(t3.v)J CVJ-v)~+ (t3.v)J+ (VJ + V);+(t3.Vn ) 

.10- 6, (op/m), (3.25) 
The corresponding lines and their sum are plot ted 
on figure 30 from which one can obtain good agree
ment with the experinlcnt. 

T his agreement b reak down, however, when we 
try to adjust these lilles w.ith the results obtained 

(VJ, v, and t3.v in Gc/s, J = 0---7 1 and 1---72) such that 
their sum will give the measured value of the absorp-
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at p=50 mm Hg. The sum of the effects ot the 
two lines, if we admit that the parameters 1111 re
main proportional to the pressure, gives a value 
for the absorption sometimes greater than the 
measured value. One is tempted to suggest a 
variation of 11 11 which is not proportional to the 
pressure, a lthough appreciable deviation from pro
portionality seems improbable. This discrepancy 
with the experimental results will remain even if 
one takes (1111)01=2.0 and (11I1h = 2.1 Gcls at p=50 
mm Hg. These lines have been drawn on figure 
30 and their sum is still from 30 to 100 percent 
greater than the measured absorption. 

If one supposes that 1111 varies with the gas pressure 
according to a law indicated by the value adopted 
above, the very shape of the curves (a,p) would be 
different from those of the experimental curve; 
this is indicated by the positions of the "calculated 
points" on figure 29. 

The shapes of all the measured curves which are 
parabolas of increasing slope indicate that the 
absorption (around 7 Gcls in particular) is not very 
much influenced by the closeness of an intense res
onance line. The slope of the (a, p) curves should 
have a large value at weak pressure and decrease 
later on. 

We will now consider the second hypothesis 
suggested above. This requires a theoretical esti
mate of the expected intensity of a large number 
of the first line of the rotational spectrum of chloro
form. We must compute the expression (see sec. 
2.3): 

_ 'hN j 1 12 
gJ-3c~okT J J..I-J , (3.27) 

If one replaces the universal constants by their 
values and if one supposes that as far as N is con
cerned (number of molecules per unit volume) the 
gas obeys the law of a perfect gas (see sec. 2.1) we 
have: 

27fN 
3c~okT=6. 1047 at t = 30 °C and p= lOO mm Hg. 

(3.28) 

The fraction of molecules (fJK) which are in a given 
state of rotation (J, l{) is given, for a symmetrical 
molecule by the relation [Townes and Schalow, 1955 
(ch. 3)]: 

(2J+ 1) exp {-[BJ(J+ l) +(C-B)K2][hlkT]} 

eta J(i;;.J (2J+ 1) exp {-[BJ (J+ l) 

+ (C- B)K2][h/kT] } ] 

(3.29) 

In this expression, the numerator is proportional 
t? the probability of population of the state (J , K) 
gIven by Boltzmann Law while the denominator 
is the partition function. The factor (2J + 1) is the 

statistical 'weight which takes into account the 
different orientations (M= j, j-1, ... , 0, ... , 
-J) of the J vector in space . B is the usual rota
tional constant of the molecule (B = 3.3 X 109 cis 
for chloroform) and C= h/87f2I c must be computed 
using the moment of inertia of the molecule with 
espect to its axis of symmetry. From the structural 
rata of the chloroform molecule (fig. 23) one obtains: 

Ic = 2Mc,g2(1 - cos 0)=496.10-47 kg.m2, whence: 

C=1.7·109 cis. (3.30) 

Bh and Ch are small with respect to kT and the 
sum appearing in the denominator of (3.29) can be 
replaced by an integral. The result obtained in 
this fashion is then multiplied by two to take account 
of the statistical weights of the spins as well as the 
inversion which was not included in expression 
(3.29) . The exponential factor can be neglected 
in the final result; it is indeed smaller than unity 
by 1.5 percent in our case where J = 5. Thus one 
obtains: 

B2Ch3 

7r (kTP = 9.67. (2J+1) . 10-6• 

(3.31) 

This quantity should be multiplied by the fraction 
ju of molecules which are in the vibrational state 
corresponding to the considered transition. We 
have assumed thatj" is approximately 1. 

Finally, we must compute the matrix element of 
the dipole moment IJ..I-J I. We make use of relation 
(3- 10 of reference [Townes and Schalow, 1955]) 
and sun1 it over all quantic numbers K = O, ± 1, 
.. . , ±J. This gives 

(3.32) 

fJ. being the classic dipole moment of the molecule 
whose value is [Townes and Schalow, 1955]: 

J..I- = 1.2 debye= 1.2·3.3356 . 10-30 Cb· m 

= 4.003· 10-30 Cb . m. (3 .33) 

The VV- W formula can then be applied for 
t = 30 °C and p = lOO mm Hg under the form: 

112 
(aJ)max~6· 1056 • /J IfJ.J I2 (1111)/ (np/m), (3.34) 

.1j and IfJ.J I2 are given by (3.31), (3.32), (3.33) and 
11 and 1111 are expressed in Gc/s. The maxima of 
intensity of the early lines computed in the above 
fashion are given in table 6. The width parameter 
1111 has been taken as 2 Gcls for all lines which 
introduce a rather crude approximation. 

The maximum intensity of the lines should increase 
rapidly with J as long as the exponential appearing 
in (3.29) does not begin to decrease too quickly. 
However, the maximum intensity of the line J= 7~8 
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is of the order of 6 X l 0-3 neper 1m, at II"'" 55 Gcls 
while its contribution at 10 Gcls is, according to 
(3 .25) of the order of 0.001 X 10-3 neper/m. Conse
quently, it is hard to b elieve that the total measured 
absorption which is of thl;) order of 1 X 10-3 neperlm 
in the band 7 to 12 Gcl , could be produced in its 
totality by the "residual ab orption," sum of all the 
contribution of all the higher lines. This remains 
true even if one bears in mind that the VV- W 
formula predicts along the lower wings of the lines 
a value of the absorption smaller than the true value. 

In spite of the small number of frequencies selected 
for the experiment and in spite of the approximations 
introduced in the theoretical computations, we 
conclude that the measured absorption is produced 
partially by the first two lines, which have appreci
able intensity, and in part by the residual absorption 
of the higher lines. 

T ABLE 6 

J = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
----- - ------- -

VJ(Gc/s) = 6. 6 13. 2 19.8 26. 4 33.0 39.6 46. 2 52.8 

aJ) mu ' 103, 
(np/m) = 0.002 0. 028 0. 135 0. 405 0. 96 1. 96 3.57 5.98 

(aJ/ao)mu= 1 14 67 202 480 980 1785 2990 

D. The influence oj temperature on the absorption
The gas temperature influences the phenomenon of 
absorption in a rather complicated fashion. Indeed, 
several of the quantities appearing in the VV- W 
(2 .33) are functions of the temperature . The number 
N of molecules per unit volume can be considered as 
proportional to pi T (2 .3). On the other hand, al
though the matrix element of the dipole moment 
IMill is temperature independent, the fraction bi } de
pends on it. We saw in a previous section that in the 
case of chloroform, and for a given "isolated" line of 
a symmetric molecule and for transition of low quan
tic number J, this fraction is proportional to T -3/2. 

Under those conditions and if both pressure and 
freq uency are fixed: 

(3.35) 

The factor F of the VV- W formula contains the 
width parameter 1:111 which itself depends on the 
temperature. 

If one adopts the approximation of the Kinetic 
Theory of Gases where the molecules are approxi
mated by small rigid spheres and where the cross 
section is necessarily independent of velocity, we 
will have 1:111'" T - I/ 2 (see sec. 2.3B) [Bleaney and 
Penrose, 1948b]. The more advanced theories of 
shock broadening indicate implicitly that 1:111 should 
be proportional to T - l [Anderson, 1949c; Howard 
and Smith, 1950; Leslie, 1951; Margenau, 1949a and 
1949b; Margenau and Watson, 1936; Mizushima, 
1951; Townes and Schalow, 1955]. Since F"", (O te )1 
/:;).11 in the neighborhood of resonance line while 
F", (Ote) 1:111 on the far wings of a line (see sec. 2.3C) 

the theoretical predictions for the present case can 
be resumed in table 7. 

We have studied experimentally the influence of 
the temperature on the absorption by chloroform. 
The results shown on figure 31 for 11 = 9.33 Gc/s and 
p = 50 mm Hg indicate that the temperature in
fluences the absorption according to a (273 /T) 4 

law. This result cannot be compared directly with 
the above theoretical predictions which were sub
jected to certain hypotheses, one of them requiring 
that the absorption was produced by one single 
isolated line. The measured absorption, is on the 
contrary, produced by many lines (see sec. 3.2C) . 
Nevertheless at a frequency of 9.33 Gc/s one is located 
on the wings of the absorbing lines, and we can state 
that within the limits of the complexity of the phe
nomenon and within the precision of the measure
ments, the experimental values are well within the 
theoretical predictions. 

The case of ammonia is different. The absorption 
studied as a function of temperature, at the same 
frequency of 9.33 Gcls is here caused by all the in
version lines of ammonia which are now lumped into 
one single line by the broadening effects . It appears 
then that the sum: 

(3.36) 

which appears in the VV- W formula, when one is 
sufficiently far from resonance, is practically inde
pendent of temperature [Birnbaum and Maryott, 
1953a and 1953b]. Consequently, we have in ac
cOl·dance with the statements made previously (see 
also reference [Krishnaji and Swarup, 1953a and 
1953b, and 1954]): 

a =(Qle) . T -2 . (1:111), 

(for fixed pressure and frequencies), (3.37) 

where /:;).11 is proportional either to T - l /2 or T - 1 
according to the chosen theory. 

TABLE 7 

for amn 

tJ.v proportional to __ ._ '['-1/2 I '['-I 
ex proportional to __ . . T -3 ,[,-2., 

'['-112 
'['-, 

lor aw ing 

I 
T -I 
'['-U 

The experiment whose results for 11 = 9.33 Gcls 
and p = 160 mm Hg are presented in figure 32 
indicates with a remarkable precision that the 
ammonia absorption obeys a (273/T)2' 5 law. The 
ratio aT/am remains practically constant for all 
pressures in the interval considered, specifically 
from 30 to 250 mm Hg. From this result and from 
(3.37) one deduces that the width parameter 1:111 
of the unified line of ammonia will vary, at average 
pressures, as T- 1 / 2 in accordance with the Kinetic 
Theory of Gases. 

If this conclusion agrees with the previous results 
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FIGURE 31. Influence of the temperature (chloroform) . 

of Krishnaji and Swarup [1953a and 1953b, and 1954], 
and Swarup [1954], it disagrees with the work of 
BirnbfLum and Maryott who found a"" (273 /TP 
and thus t.v"" T- l [BirnbfLum and Mal'yott, 1953a 
and 1953b, and 1954]. Without raising question as 
to the precision of the experimental setup of these 
authors, it appears to us that the curves (a , p) 
obtained by us with good reproducibility and high 
precision in the interval 0 to 50 °0 establish the 
validity of the law a~ (273 / T)2.5. This temperature 
factor has been included in (3 .17) which represents 
then the ttbsorption by ammonia as a function of 
temperature under the conditions specified here 
(see sec. 3.20). 

The dependence of the fLbsorption on the tempera
ture for ammonia could be considered analogous to 
that of oxygen [Van Vleck, 1947] (see also sec. 3.2A). 

E. Dispersion- The index of refraction of the 
absorbing gas is expressed by (2.36) in accordance 
with the VV- W theory. This expression, when 
applied to the case of fLmmonia where the absorption 
can be approximated by a single line , becomes 
(MKS units): 

C n - 1= A· - G+ (Cle )p 
271" ' 

(3.38) 

271"N 1 12 A = 3 kT:s jJK i-LJK , 
CEO JK 

(3.40) 

t he term (Cle )p expresses the contribution of the 
induc()d molecular polarization to the index of 
refrfLction. 

The factor A, which also appears in the formula 
giving the absorption, is determined by comparison 
with (3. 17) . One obtains at t= O °0: 

A C 3 g 0- 6 · -=- p·1 
271" 271" ' 

(3.41) 

wher3 p is measured in mm Hg fLnd g is the absorption 
ffwtor already studied in (0). Finally, one has 

(3.42) 

where G is computed by means of (3.39) where 
Vo, v, t.v, are measured in Gcls (G is a shape factor 
which is dimensionless). For these computations 
the values of Vo and /:::"v fLre those previously d3ter
mined in function OT the pressure (fig. 28) . This 
allows us to judge if a formula of the VV- W type 
adapted for the best representation of the experi
mental measurements of the absorption is also 
capable to represent dispersion phenomena. Dur-
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ing t he actual cornpuLttioli lVelHtve also supposed 
t hat the factor g (3 .17 ) has a cons ta n t va lue of 3.3. 

The index (n - I ) X 106 has been compu ted as a 
fun ction of the pressure for the fr equencies 9.33 and 
ll.l Gc/s. The slop e o (n - 1) X l06/oZJ is then com
puted a nd plotted on Ji gure :3:1 as It fun ction of the 
pressure. A suffi ciell t precision must be maintained 
during the computnLion , the four th significant figure 
can still influence t he r esults . 

Th<3 slope measured as a fu nction of the press ure 
a t those same frequ en cies is also plotted on the same 
figure. The measured curves have b een shifted by 
3. ]0 along the ordinate axis in order to take account 
of the constan t term which appears in the slope in 
accordan ce wi th (3 .42) . Th e agreemen t be tween 
experimen t and theory indi ca tes that if on e uses th e 
same parameters /10 an d D. /I, the absorp tion and the 
associated phenomenon 0(" th e variation of the slope 
of th e r efractive index can be expressed as a function 
of the pressure by VV- W· formulas with equal 
precision. 

These r esul ts obtain ed from ammonia should give 
useful indications as to the behavior of oxygen which 
should be analogo us (see sec. 3.2A) . 

The slope of the index decreases as a III nction of 
pressure when the measured frequency i loca ted on 
the lower wing of th e unified absorption line of 
ammonia, far enough from resonan ce. This had been 
mentioned by Battaglia et a1. [1958] for a frequ en cy 
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of 9.4 Gc/s. The more complete measuremen ts 
given here for two frequencies a,nd the direct com
parison of these r esul ts wi th an oUler ex perimental 
data on ammonia absorp tion can clarify this phenom
enon and help shed new ligh ts on th e consequen ces 
of the VV- W theory. Qui te recently, H eineken and 
Wijn [1958) have presented at the A.1I1.P.E.R.E. 
colloquium (July 1958) m easuremen ts at 50 Gels 
which indicate the inverse behavior (in crease of th e 
slope of the index with the pressm'e) predicted by 
the theory for the case where on e is located suffi
ciently .far on the upper win g of the unified lin e of 
II 1111110111a. 

As far as the values themselves of the index are 
concerned, although we are more interested in th eir 
dependence on the pressure, we give the m easured 
value for ammonia along with the resul Ls from other 
workers in table 8. A certain am ou n t of discr epancy 
exists between the resul t.s from clifferen t a u th ors and 
these cannot h e entirely explain ed by t he differ ence in 
experim ental conditions . . Disper sion by chloroform 
at 30 °C was s tudied in Lhe band from 7 to 12 Gc/s. 
The effec t·s one tries to meas ure ar e very weak and 
we were usin g th e se nsitivi ty of the instrument to 
its limit. Under those condiLions we should no t 
expect a high preci sion (figs . 34 a nd 35) . A discus
sion of th r esults would b e complica ted and almost 
hopeless if on e was to try to take in to account th e 
influ en ce of a large number of lin es. This discussion , 
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however, can be simplified and lead to general theory by a formula of the type: 
qualitative conclusions. 

TABLE 8. I ndex of 1·efmetion of ammonia 

Frcquence Tempe- Pression 
Da te Author (Gels) rature (mmHg) (n-1) . 10' 

(DC) 

--- ---
(GUERIN) ____ ______ __ ___ _ (5890 A ) 0 i60 3i6 

(1946) WALTER-HERSHBER- (')(B.F .) (amb.) i60 3150 
GER. 

({J) - - ___ -- --- - -- - - -- -- --. - -- (B.F.) 1i. 8 i60 3150 
1946 WALTER-HERSHBER- 9.4 (amb.) 760 2650 

GER. _____ do _____________ _________ 24.2 (amb.) i60 2750 
1946 VAN I'l"I'ERBEEK-DE (13.1'.) 30 i60 2i03 

CLIPPELEIER. (0-120) 
1950 MURPHY-RAYMO N D __ 9.4 26 ( ' )(i60) 3540 
1950 BIRNBA UM __ __ __________ 2.8 25 i60 3025 _____ do ___________ ___________ 9.27 25 i60 2885 
1951 GENNAOUL ___ ________ __ 9. 45 17.8 i60 3085 
1956 GOZZINI-BATTAGLIA- 9.4 0 300 1350 

BRUI N. 0 (' )(760) (3420) 
1958 present worL ____ ____ ___ ___ 9.33 0 300 1465 

0 (')(760) (3570) 
11. 1 0 300 1485 

0 (')(760) (3595) 

• Computed b y the authors, using the Debye-Langevin formula. 
(l Values borrowed [roIll the "In ternational Cri t ical 'rabIes" and reduced to 

the indicated conditions by means of [Gennaoui, 1949 and 1951]. 
' Reduced from 730 to 760 mm Hg assuming (n- l )p. 
- Values extrapolated to 760 nun Hg assuming that the slope remains constant 

for pressures greater than one half of 1 atm. 

First, we make the simplifying assumption that 
dispersion is caused principally by the first two lines 
of the rotation spectrum. This allows us to write 
the index of refraction in accordance with the VV- W 

0\ and O2 are given by (3.39) where one substitutes 
for Po the quantity VOl = 6.6 Gcls for the first line 
and the quantity v\2 = 13.2 Gcls for the second line. 
We take for the width parameter ~V the following 
value: 

(6.v)0\ = 2.7 Gels and (6.v)12=3.0 Gc/s 

with a pressure of p = 100 mm H g. 

The factors B\ and B2 are determined by the method 
outlined at the beginning of this section where use 
is made of absorption data ((3.25) to (3.27)). One 
finds B\ = 1.76 and B 2= O.77 . 

The graphs giving the results of those computa
tions and displaced by a constant amount indicated 
by experience to be 295, are plotted on figure 34. 
The all important experimental conclusion is that 
this quantity varies in a sense predicted by the 
theory. 

This study of the variation of the slope of the 
index of refraction as a function of the pressure at 
fixed temperature and frequency (v= 11.5 Gcls and 
t =30 °C) has been accomplished in the following 
fashion. First, we have supposed that for given 
frequencies the influence of the firs t line was weak 
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when compared to that of the second. The influence 
of the high line which should increase the effect of 
the second line has been discarded. Hoping to 
underline the sense of variation of this phenomenon 
we write : 

o(n- 1) ·10B = 0 {B 2 ( G2- 1) } + (Ole) . 
op op 

(3.44) 

Let us assume that B 2 (= 0.77 at p = 100 mm Hg) 
which contftins the number N of molecules per unit 
volume and which is proportional to the press m e be 
given by the relation B 2= 0.77 X lO- 2 p. If one also 
assumes that the width parameter (LlV)12 equals 
3 Gcls at p = 100 mm Hg and remains proportional 

to the pressure «LlV)12= 3 X 10- 2 p ), one will have: 

o(n-1).10B 

op 

with 

G =.!. [ 325.5+ 9.1O- 4p2+ 22.44+ 9.10- 4p 2J. (3.46) 
2 2 610+ 9.10- 4p2 2.89 + 9.10 4p2 

The cmve computed with the help of this formula 
has been plotted on figure 35 along with the experi
mental results. The more rapid fall of the measmed 
slope as a function of the pressme could be due to 
the influence of the high lines which must contribute 
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FIGURE 36. Absorption by mixtures of ammonia and chloroform. 

to such a variation of the slope. The fall has been 
less noticeable for l11.easurements made at lower 
frequencies and around 8 Gels the slope is almost 
constant. 

The measured value of the index for chloroform is 
(n- 1) X 106= 293 at p = 100 mm Hg and t= 30 °C 
and 1' = 9 to 11 Gels, From among the results quoted 
in the literature we mention the values measured by 
Gennaoui [1951] (n- 1) X 106= 310 at 100 mm Hg, 
22 °C, and 9.4 Gels, which corresponds to a value of 
294 at 100 mm Hg. All the results are in good agree
ment. 

F , Absorption by mixture oj gases-Finally, we have 
studied the absorption of a few mixtures of gases, 
ammonia + chloroform, ammonia + argon. Those 
mixtures were prepared in separate containers and 

their respective concentration evaluated by the par
tial pressure of their constituents. We could not 
avoid a certain ftmOlmt of instability in these mix
tures, mainly with chloroform, and the total precision 
is of a f<\w percent. 

The absorption curves as a function of the pressure 
for the mixtures, ammonia + chloroform (at 0 °C 
and 1'= 9.4 Gels), constitute on log-log paper an ar
ray of straigh t and almost parallel lines (figure 36). 
The relative absorption as a function of ammonia 
concentration is indicated by the curve CHCl3 of 
figure 37. The parallelism of the absorption curve is 
maintained for the case, ammonia + argon, and this 
is why we only get the curve of relative absorption 
(curve A of figure 37). 

Although one finds similar works in the literature 
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FIGU RE 37. R elative abs01'ption by some gaseous mixtures. 

[Battaglia et aI., 1958; Bleaney and Penrose, 1948b; 
Howard and Smith, 1950b ; Smith and Howard, 
1950],. . . these experiments are made at low pres
sme and are often oriented in different directions. 

We can interpret om results in the following man
ner. Absorption by ammonia as well as by chloro
form can be expressed approximately by a relation of 
the type: 

a= KN· (~ v), (3.4 7) 

where K is a constant, N the number of molecules 
per unit of volume, and .6.v the line width parameter 
(at the measmed frequency and for constant tem
peratme and pressUl'e). 

The absorption 01 the mixLure will be the sum or 
the absorptions al and a2 of the two constituents, the 
parameters .6.v being, however, modified by the dif
ferent type of shocks which can occur in a mixtme. 
We thus obtain for the fLbsorption in a mixture : 

where C is the concentration of the mixture with 
respect to the principal gas (ammonia). Or (see sec. 
2.3B) : 

(3 .49) 

T is the average time between two collisions, Vl 2 is 
the average relative velocity of the molecules collid
ing and () the cross section for molecule collision. 
One can then write: 

(.6.V)I = NcUll()1l + N(1 - c)V12()12 i 

(.6.v)2= N(1 - c)v22()22+ NCV12()1 2 J' 
The meaning of indices 11, 12,22 is obvious. 

(3.50) 

Let us introduce the equations (3.50) into (3.48) 
and let us divide by the value of the absorp tion for 
pm'e ammonia (expressed by KINZVll()u). After 
simplification the relative absorption y = a m1x! aNH3 
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is expressed by the relation: 

where 

-VIZO"lZ 
alZ=-- 

VuO"u 

-VZZ0"22 
a22=-- 

VuO"u 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

obtains a relation identical to the one proposed in 
reference [Battaglia et aL, 1958]: 

(3.56) 

where 

(3.57) 

O"IA is the effective cross section for ammonia-argon 
collisions. Experiment suggests the value: 

(3.58) 

for c=O one has y = O and the experiment (fig. 37) and the parabola becomes: 
gives 0 = 0.27. On the other hand y'(c=O)=B and 
our measurements give B=0.83. We thus have y = 0.91c2+O.09c 

A=-0.10, B=0.83, 0 = 0.27. (3.53) 

The resulting parabola is given by: 

y = -0.10c2+ O.83c + 0.27 (3.54) 

and is drawn in figure 37 where one notes the good 
agreement with the rest of t~e measured values. 
Finally, eqs (3.52) and (3.53) gIve: 

- -
~120"12+0.27 ~120"12= 1.37. 
VuO"u V220"22 

(3.55) 

This constitutes a relation between the effective 
cross section for ammonia-ammonia, ammonia-chlo
roform, and chloroform-chloroform collisions. We 
will be satisfied with this result. Our aim was to 
indicate a new method for the determination of 
quantities which are usually obtained by measure
ments at low pressures (see also [Boudouris and 
!lias 1958a and 1958b]) rather than to present new 
num~rical results. Indeed, to obtain precise numer
ical values, supplementary measurements of a high 
precision would be needed . This is difficult in the 
case of chloroform. 

Mixtures, ammonia + argon, have also been 
studied. In order to interpret the behavior of the 
relative absorption cxmlx / cxNH3 (curve A of fig. 37) it is 
only necessary to make J{= O in (3.51) and (3.52), 
the second gas (argon) being not an absorbant. One 

(3.59) 

this curve does go through the measured points 
(fig. 37). The behavior of the relative absorption 
curve is very different from the case where the mix
ture is made up of two constituents, both of them 
absorbing. 

3.3. Conclusions 

The research done for this dissertation was con
cerned with the index of refraction, the absorption 
and the dispersion of energy in the hyperfrequency 
range by gases and in particular by atmospheric 
gases. Measurements were made in the following 
intervals: 7 to 12 Gels for the frequency, 0 to 1 atm 
for the gas pressure (except when limitations were 
imposed by vapors), and 0 to 50 °0 for the 
temperature. 

Part (sec. 3.1) of this work is devoted to a study 
of the index of refraction of atmospheric gases, dry 
air and wet air. Our results interpreted with the 
help of theories resumed in chapter 2 (Olausius
Mosotti and Debye-Langevin relations), and some 
of these are original measurements (krypton, neon, 
xenon), are compared with results of other authors 
(tables 1 and 2). A survey of the question is thus 
realized. The molecular polarization and the dipole 
moment of water vapor are determined and the 
results discussed. A series of measurements on dry 
air and water vapor where the relevant parameters 
vary between wide limits, contribute to clarify the 
confusion concerning the coefficients to be used in 

Table Of Constants 
(MKS or r ationalized Giorgi system of units) 

Permeability for vacuum _ _ __ _ _ _ _ !'O= 41r X 10- 7 = 1.2566 X 10- 6 henry/meter. 
Permittivity for vacuum_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ <0= 1/ J.LOc2= 8.8545 X 10- 12 farad/met er. 
Speed ofli9ht in vacuum_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ c= 2.9979 X 108!,sec. 
Boltzmann s const ank ______ ____ k= 1.3804 X 10- 23 joule/OK. 
Avogardo's constant _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ NA = 6.023 X 1026 molecules per M kg. 
Gas constant____ _ __ _ _ _ __ ____ _ __ R= k X NA = 8.314 X 103 joule;o K Mkg. 

Number of molecules per m3 ____ _ N= 0.96525X 1025 X~PP i in mm Hg, Tin OK). 

Planck's const ant ____ _____ ____ __ H = 6.6252 X 10- 3' joule · second. 
Pressure _____ ___ ____ ___________ 760 mm Hg->101.324 newton/met er . 
1 Debye unit ___ _______ ____ ____ (dipole ¥10ment) ->3.3356 X 10-30 coulomb· meter. 
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the formula which expresses the index of refraction 
of wet air (3.12). 

Another part (sec. 3.2) concerns the absorption 
and the dispersion. Since we do not have, for the 
time being, the necessary frequency bands required 
for a direct study of atmospheric gases, we have used 
other gases, ammonia and chloroform. These re
sults, however, are of interest for the propagation of 
microwave energy in the atmosphere. This point 
has been made in section 3.2A and following. The 
interpretation of the results has been made with the 
help of the Van Vleck-Weisskopf theory which has 
been presented and discussed in chapter 2. For the 
case of ammonia we have studied the representation 
of the absorption by a unified line «3.17) and fig. 28), 
the dependence of the absorption on the temperatUTe 
(T- 2 .5 law), the variation of the slope of the index of 
refrflction as the function of pressure, and we have 
indicated how those results can be compared to the 
case of oxygen. The absorption by chloroform, 
studied here for the fu'st time at average pressure 
and with more details than usual, was the object of a 
discussion concerning the theory. The influence of 
a large number of rotation lines is noted and dis
cussed. A T- 4 law for the variation of the absorption 
as a function of temperatlU'e is established. A few 
qualitative conclusions are presented concerning dis
persion for the complicat.ed case of chloroform. 
Generally, although certain reservations have to be 
made, the formulas of ' lV-W represent more or less 
the genera.} behavior of these phenomena. A new 
method of research by meflns of gaseous mixtlU'es has 
been sketched (sec. 3.2F). 

The experimental setup which we have used was 
discussed in chflpter 1. The original method of 
Gozzini according to which the responses of the 
cavities are interpreted by pulse techniques, the use 
of specially-designed cavities, the careful construc
tion of the instrument and the numerous improve
ments from which it has benefitted, have made this 
apparatus an excellent research tool particularly well
adapted to the study of the index of refraction , the 
dispersion and the absorption by gases at average 
preSSlU'e in the hyperfrequency range. 

OUT sincere thanks to Mrs. Anna von Kreisler for 
her extensive help in the preparation of the transla
tion of this paper. 
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